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DATA RELATIVE TO WITIIIIOLDING PROVISIONS OF
1942 REVENUE ACT
FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1942

UNITED STATS Si.NAII,,
SUBCOMMITTEE OF 'rilm- COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wtashington, 1. C.
TLhe subcommittee mt, irsllt to a1djoiiill'eit
1 lt,
10i t. In., il
room
312 Senate Office Building, SmintorBemit t Chimp Clark
presiding.
Present: Senators Clark (presiding) and I)analher.
S,00to- CLARK. Dr. ,Jcostein, will you idlentify yourself for the
record, please.
STATEMENT OF MEYER JACOBSTEIN, OF BROOKINGS INSTITUo
TION
JACOIISTEIN. Meyer Jaeobst,,ii. () the stal' of the Brookili.VMr.Illstitutioll.
Senator CLARK. All right, Doctor, you may )r'oc'eed.
Mr. JoA'OISTEIN. Mr. Chairnliai, neither Dr. Har'dy nor I have it
written or prepared statement this morning.
Senator ('LARK. We would b,, very gld ihlded to hlty your oral

statement.

Mr. JAcoISTEIN. W were, ('ailed into this situation rat he siuddenly, as Senator)Danaher knows, only ysterolay for the first tine.
As tlh result of our very informal discussion yesteidlay it o.cirreo
to the Selator that such ol)servitios as w ,'V, w in
i,i.ide
connection
with our otlhl, stiudis Illight I)(, lIlj)fUl to this ('.omllt t(,, and I a11n
very glad to he h(re to l)resent those views. I would rather l)r.
HIardy would discuss the t(hiniCfl aspects of thl(, (tuest 11 i'alise I Iby
Senator Dinaher, that is, tfhle dvisability of using tilw ,'Ovl )O syst em
as a means of mopping u) purchasing power. That is, I think
Senator, ia correct statement, the use of the coupon system bailuse(
upon purclhases made by the consuming public. I would like, to
make a g('ral statement ind then turn the matter over to Dr.
Hardy wio is a tax expert, and I aminot. I have studlied the question in a general way.
It, is obvious that it is necessary to mop u) the exce(,ss plrchasing
power of the community, tot only because of its effect, o the price
situation but because tie Treasury nbeeds the money and IleedIs it
quickly, Obviously if the Treasury can collect from the consumers
as the purchases are made the Trensury has the use of those, funds
long before it would obtain thorn by the in(,ome-tax method.
Now, there are many ways, of course, of mopping up this surplus
purchasing power. The income tax, unfortunat ely, (loes not reach
99
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larg( groups of people.

It does not reach the farming group, it does

not 1'al t1he low-income group, and ill nany instance it does not
r11101 (vel wal-to-do peoph' who live onl capital and annuities of

various kinds who (do not come within certain income brackets.
Thni, there is, of course, the sales tax as a Method. We will not
discusss that this morning, since apparently that is out of the picture
for the, moment, hut that, from my standpoint, is a very effectivo
way'I of
1ipsonle
of this excess
hasilig power.
ill,mopping
ttnr is tle
wit holding
tax at purhl
the source based ol pay rolls.
1 fortiuiatply, thier''
ITn
again there are many people in this country who
afre not on pay rolls. The farmers are not on pay rolls. There are
11gl'(,at iiltl people
ey
who get incolne from investments that are not
o)It piv rolls, annutiS, a l what not. So, the payIroll as a means of
r'lt('Iling this excess pl'lrilisinlg power is hot, ali -iuliisive, it (oes not
(OV('r (,veryli(y.
If you want to llop1 llpirtchasing l}ow,1r the thing to do is to go
after' ptilt'chsinlg power. Welln, a man buys anything that is the
tiny to (collhtdtlilt Iolivy., li other words, 'onSilitim, as I see
it, is a basis of rtii(hing thw wi(thst ntimb1er of people. It, the S(,nator's
1110Ilio'111dilt), which I sa1w, cosllimption is advocated Iti tihe Svnlto
lis it basis of rea'cih ing1thwiemtl tiumbei'r of people in a groups., and
it I'tilcht's everybody tlikt,. 'JhaIit is, it reachsts the farmer as well as
hIle
workiligmnin who
llt,.'tethepayment of taxes today. That is,
Olley 41 1ln too little' to hetereaheldhl by the income hili(k('ts, lind ill
the
Clisf, of tOhe fit11r,', in Imost closes they are not rel(heI(f it all.
Sneto' ( 'LiRK. I)otoi', whill t tlis ph01 is, it 15 ssInltitilly a COIItI)lt Iiist'(l (lit siles tlax Imetlo(s, is it not?
1)tklstol'y sitvil|i
Mr. ,I,('oIsTf:i . ! should sity that is a fair (hIescription of it, yes.
It is i is' of 1 sitht's tax metlodl without bving a tax.
S'iti tf' r Cl.AISK. ,o fit i'Its tl,, impat ot t l
it' )i(is (cotneirne(,,
it Isirevisely liet, sillmts a sils a x , 'xc('l)t you givet, il' money
bictk silllt'liiml'.

Ni.X' 1WOBSi;IN. T11. isrigitil.l. Tilt is ii veiry fair stlitemefln, I
it ilik. S'eilltoir Da n1itit'i's,
ISdt'tI tlie, word''S
"If-issssnlil'nt,"
If I hlUy

if lollil ivecklif, I pil " $1.10 ,llli(h~rl ilis l)lii.

('I..%uK. ()f (tlil', VOlt Io th.It withIlhe Sites lax, too.
Nhr. ,!A (O'IE IN.:i
. '0Y1 (10 that wit hi I, sitihs t ax.I I iht slV

Set.liltor

11iW', ZtS I Sligg'st,'(I yv(ts 'rdlii3, thiiSuigg('stm('(I ietiitl hod
i(
Is it slf
to ii coilibibtitt lno of l)(t11i, So witei J I )iI
0 (fients
oil the (lolltrfor
lie ilektie,, I might gvtI (let'10'eits lick ittl
SOme future time b)y
11t'itiS of i ('OIll)olli wtihli is I'((t'nlllu)lt 1t11 vx(''iingt'allh, for some
(,t ilt'li li Stit flip (it' )0o
li(, o 1 inighit get littck not th Io'10 (-(tcis

11it ,5 4.1,i11s, 5 c'ls I)ig i)rmnitlithy held by the Trlsillry. So
tlit this (',lllp)Ollnltlodit,
iLS1 etv' it, ('11})Vlit'S1(. aIs Il withholding
tlix bitsol o collSill
inuption,
fin i(uy lb ('omhiedli](liog
.
withina sales
lax. )('lilt 11do bot hItlings.Thieon lyhe
(lil'('l'O'fi('(' here is tlat you
tirT ltisingolinsumption rathertialiil the ply roll ais the basis of collecting
thi, tlix, its tlistiiigiislied from th(' withholding tlix as gen(Iriihly Annd
(on ventnioiuilly understood. A withholding tax is usually withheld
lit tiv( sor'ei'.
hiY ou witilol i not lit the ilianfilactiir's enid
blii
lith
t
i i rt 'lt''id. Yi
ir( usihig tilt l'('taile, instead of the
1il1lnufitctilr'r' to Siiion off s(,evrit billions of (Iolhlrs, (ldepliiing upon
tlil rillt (If tlel' itSSslil'itt of 1 tax.
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I think this coupon method ought to be discussed not as against
any other system. It may be that several systems call be ils('(l. Any
one of them, might be very useful to the Treasury in accomplishing this
purpose. But looking at the coupon system by and of itself, it,seems
to me that it is a workable method of reaching the largest number of
people quickly, for siphoning off purchasing power into tilt, Treasury
from (lay to (lay, or week to week, or month to month; and it has that
advantage.
Now, there is an aspect to this question which was not broudrht, out
in the original memorandum which would make the sehme perhaps
a little more palatable if certain (leductions were made by any method,
either by the withholding tax method or direct sales tax method or by
Senator )anaher'#s proposal, and that aspect of the (1 iistion I will
leave to Dr. H-ardy to discuss. It is his original contirihutioni.
I think that covers the general statement that I Wish to Iuake this
morning, Mir. Chairman.
Now, 1 would like to ask Dr. IHardy to present his views, unless you
want to ask some questions, Senator.
Senator l)ANAEnrlt. ,hist On.
It is i fair suinmary that ats the
result of such Considleration 11s yoU alind your eolleagltio'have giv'Il to
the coupon method, it is a workable l)roposal irrespective of the question of policy involved?

Mr. ,A COBSTEIN. That is right.
Sen ator DANA Eit. All right.

Senator (;A,,lK. I)r. 1-ardy, the committees would be very gladI to

hear from you.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES 0. HARDY, OF BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
Mir. lll 'a. First, just to avoid Confusion, I notice that I)r.
,Jacobstein llts used the world "coulpon'" where Senator I)ainaher has
used the word 'stanp.
I prefer to use the word 'stain),' because
I ain using the word coupono" for aiothlr thing in the plan that. I
have been working on1, xutiaely, for the purpose of providing flln exeiiption from the tax or forced loan, either one.
Now, iaslilts been stated i iilolielit ago, this is a. forced loan, using
the niechanisin of the sales tax both for (listributilng the burden and
for the mnechinics of collection. It should l)epointed out, I think,
that you Cal (10 tie saille thing with the ielilnics of tiny other' tax;
that is, under the income tax you Call give out bonds or' coupons
redeemalle in bonds instead of giving receipts for the inconte tax.
Youii
cll do that, as far its I caln see, with any tax, for the whole schedule
of taxis.

1 would like to say just a word oil the result of doing it this way its
compared with making it a tax ind calling it a (lay. The altsic
necessity of running this system, either out of taxes or' forced loals,

oie or the other, is simply, in effect, that we hiav% to bring about a
realidjustinlent, of consunjptioni in the country to the amount of (onsumers11' goods fiud services that we can spare the resources to produce
under war conditions. First, we have got to devote our productive
energies to the war. If we do not devote a large plart of the purchasing
power correspondingly to tile war, then we have got the choice of
either making the adjustment by an inflationary rise of prices, which
is also a form of sales tax only it is paid to the dealer ind producer

_
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instead of being paid to the Government, or you can use the mechanism
of the sales tax, as far as I can see, by mopping up tile increased purchasing power that is created by the rising amount they receive it their
py checks.
If you do not do that, the only other alternative, as far as I can see,
is the plan that the 0. P. A. is working on now, holding down the
prices while the incomes go up, and depending upon people to make a
quasi-volitary saving, because they haven't anything to spend the
money on. The thing that bothers me about this program is the
objection to carrying this principle too far in your fiscal system, the
principle in Senator l)anaher's statement. That is, when you do
that either by forced savings, by the issue of stamps in lieu of tax
receipts, or d it by the 0. P. A. method of setting on a price lid and
letting the incomes go out of alignment, you are just deferring the
problem. You are saying at this time, "We can give our people as
much purclasing power as they could spend hitile absence of the
present fiscal conditions, itn(I although there is nothing to spend it
Oil we are letting theimi store it lip until some future time." If that
is done in the right amount the result is, as pointed out a moment
ago, either by you or Mr. Jocobstein, the result may be to provide a
backlog of purchasing power at a time when, after tie war, you might
have a deficiency. ()n the other hand, if the money is stored up,
whether it is in the form of these stamps or in tile form where people
haven't spent it because they have had no way to spend it, in either
ease if it is too large a proportion you are going to have the problem,
whenever you do turn it loose, that you have now in the other case,
namely, of having a lot more purchasing power than you have goods
and services to make it good with.
That is the answer, I think, to thequestionn that might be raised as
to why not carry this principle through and apply it to income tax,

cor oration tax, and everything else.
The purchasing power that we are trying to mop up now flows out
of the current h(,weof production. A lot of that income is generated

out of the production of things that we cannot consume.

Now, when

it (omnes to that howl,-for period when you are going to be able to

allow peopl(h to ('ash in these stamps, or the bonds they get for these
stamps, or' let them cash in the bank deposits which are piling ill) now
I)ecause of the relative success of the 0. P. A. program, you have a

situation then in which the current production of 1945, let us say, is

all of it matchedby income which it generates, and in addition to that
you have got all tilie income that is turned loose out of this stored-up
category. I hope I have made myself clear on that. It is exactly
the same problem whether you (o it this way or whether you do it by
the 0. l1. A. program, assuming the 0. P. A. program is administratively en11forceable over a long period. Obviously this has the
advantage that this definitely sews up the )urchasing power in such
a way that it ('annbt be released until w(discover the proper period
to release it; whereas, the 0. P. A. program does not sew it, up at all,
it, leaves it to eac.h indivi(lual to accumulate it in his bank balance,
or his sock, in some way or another, it, simply prevents him from
spending it by cutting off the outlet. Do I make myself clear?
Senator DANAHER. Yes.
Mr. HARDY. Coming to the other question, it seems, as Dr. Jacobstein has said, perfectly feasible to make, ,these
stamps which a person

,,,.~~~~~~~~~~.
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gets in exchange for a surcharge on his retail purchases, and make

them redeemable 100 percent in Government bonds, or make them
redeemable 50 percent, in Government bonds if you want to store
tip half the purchasing power and wipe out half of it, or make it 2
percent redeemable and 98 percent held, so the 2 percent will be
enough for ti(, ergon as an incentive to s4e to it that the dealer
gives him the stamps. That was the line we were working on, giving
very small redemption values, simply as an aid in enforcement. But
the administrative, problem is just tihe same whether it is 5 percent

redeml)tion or 100 percent redemption in tlhe matter of these coupons
or in Government bonds. Of course, as il said a moment ago, obviously if there comes a period when purchasing power seems to he
deficient in th, market you have got ti, )ossibility then where a
redemption of these things is cuttingg a lot of money into e'irciflation
instead of doing it through the W. 1). A. or lheficient spendlitg of
any, other sort.
think it has a great aoIvantage over tit(, usual deficient speln(ling
program. 'I'his program just postl)oies the p)oblen of adininistration, ill deciding how much purchasing power is available to release
and to what extent it will create tie old wartime, inflation over again.
Senator )ANAHn.
Let me, ask you this question: Considering the
withholding tax, regardless of the rate, whether' it, is 5 per('celit o' 19
percent is immaterial, simply the Treasury withholds it currently and
applies ther
l)ocee(ls against the tax due in a given year, under the
pro posed withholding tax la) that came from the Ilouse--......
Mr'. IllAuDY. The reductionn from salaries awdl interest, a|nd so on,
at the source?
Senator I), N.*Iur. Yes.
Mr. HlARDY. Yes.

Senator DANAikut. That is a currently applied mthlod of withdrawing so much of the consumer punrelhnsimig l)ow(,r as is lel)resellted
by the tax collec'te(d Or withheld.
Mr. HARDY. That is right.
Senator DANAtIER. And thet applied asi tgaitist tlie, tax dltie.
M'r. HARDY. Yes.
Seara 1 ).\ NAII nm.Whereas, unci' t iis poposal which I had asked
I)r. Jacobstein to canvss with you goiithlemnie, you iiot only are,

accunlllatiing for the Treasury (riently j-eIhalpS $5,oo,000,000() a
year, but you aN, a('ccIInulat ing it year after yeair, that. is, you are still
withholding constantly from thle market, so it4ulch of tih(, ilOint withlheld as is not necessary to be applied in reduction of taxes currentlyy
dlue. )o you follow me hiere, ill that coiit'aist?
Mi'. H1Ai1DY. 1 (10 not believe 1 o11,Senatox' Danahn'r.
Senato|. DANAHE1.I might restate it.. We are agreeI on l11y (l-finitionn of th e(essenco of the application of th, witilholdimig tax IMA
visions, Ire we nflot?

Mr. HARDY. The withholding tax provision hmas the effect of with-

holding purchasing power tit the time the income is realized rather
than a year hence through the income tax structure.
Senator 1)ANAiimt. And if it were in effect only I year it would
apply only 1 year?
Mr. HARDY. I assume so.
Senator )ANAHN I. Yes. Whereas this proposal is a continuing
thing.
7(1254-- 42--2
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Mr. HARDY. Well, if it were in effect only I year it would still
apply in only I year.
Senator I)ANAI-JER. I was just trying to draw tile curtain there.
Mr. HARDY. It seems to ime the essential difference is that the with-

holding tax plan applies at the point of receipt of income, and this

applies at the point of exp(,nditure of income.

Senate' CLARK. Of course, you withhold not only from taxpayers
buIt nontaxpayers.

Mr. HARDY. Yes. To my mind that is the great argument in
favor either of this plan or of a straight sales tax, that te income
/tax misses, and particularly the withholding feature misses a colside(rabhle fraction of consuming power in the country. I think this
point is frequently overlooked and greatly underestimated, andi that
..
is the people who are living off capital rat her than off current income.
i\ It is often assumed that tiaft consists of just a few Very rich people.
It is not just a few very riel people. If you are very rich you can
live offthe income of your capital, but then there are people who
have iet ired, who are living off of their lifetime savings, w10 tmay
show ai income of $,000 but who are spending several hundlied
.thousands of dollars a year because they have saveda good many
years to provide for their expenditures.
Then you have the people who are living off the proceeds of insuranice policies, people who are uineiPlovedbut who are well enough
fixed so they do not worry about it, l!)out, being uimemlloyed, and
that group is totally exempt under any such income-tax shenie,
whether it is levied at the source or levied in the usial way. That

does not make a gteat dheal of diff rence under ordinary peacetime

conditions, but it makes t g'geat deal of difference when we consider
groups that receive half the national inlcomle, because we are reaching
the point where the curtailment of somebody's consumption has to
be very marked. Whether we do it by taxation, or whether we
postpone the power to consume is much less important. than the
importance of spreading it so that no considerable group is exempt
from it. I think the great advantage of this plan and the ordinary
Mles-tax plan over the plai we use today is that there is nobody of
conSlliiitive ability that is exempt from it. Maybe you (10 'ant
to exemlpt a certain
amount of consumptive abifity, namely, that
at the Very bottom. That is where my coupon plan was intended
to meet t th objection to tele sales tax.
Senator I)ANAHER. Willyou suslpend for just a minute?
I want, to hear this. Senator Barkley is calling me. I will be
right back.
Mr. hI.\uD. Yes.
(Short intermission.)
Senator CLAiK. All right, Doctor, you may proceed .
Mr. ARDY. To close the point I was making in regard to the
advantage of assessing the tax or loan, whatever you use, assessing
it on the basis of consumption, I point out that-there are certain
people living off of capital. You also have to account for the fact
that there aret a good many people who, in a given year, show losses,
capital losses that wipe out their tax liability and who, nevertheless,
may be maintaining their ordinary standards of living out of capital.
I made some study of the incomes of people who report losses, and
it would appear that on the average people who have negative in-

amA.
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COMP for tax purposes but have to report, with gross iileivsi
large
1p
enough so they have to report, probably have $20,000 or $30,000
normal incoime just on the 1asis of the proportion of rent md(l dividends, an1d other types of income ill the gross.
You also have got the case of farmers whom it is notoriously (lifliellit
to retch Oil illcollie taxes, uIes". tley Ilre Very well-.'-tI!o fillli'lwl'
or the small businessman whose bo'okkeeping met hods anll the
difficulties of alditing thelm o tihe part of the 'rieasur'y ar' SticlI
that he miy he paying very much less tian his inconie justifies,

along with the notorious diflictlty of reaching skilledI lablor if it-chaniges
jobs often enough So as not Wo appea i orms
i
o
intre to tio rreas
ury. You have got a big class of consumption her,,,l should say
half of the co'nsumption of 0 normal year that is not, reached bV
income tlx with ill exeljptioil of $1,500.
The thing may be summed 1mp in saying the purpose of your fiseil
system is (irecty to regulate, curtail, or restrict cois.tumption.

The

logic that is in favor of it relates directly to the consumers' expeSillitures rather than idimrectly to the income which throws light oil his
ability to consume and lnot oil his actual consul option. I think it is
all iii favor of the retail sales as a basis of assessment, whether you use
it in your form or the tax form.
I will come to the objection to it, an1d that is that it teindls to fall
most heavily on very low incomes, because a higher proportion of
those incomes is spent for consumption, which is the thing that I thillk
has stood in the way of a broad use of this method of assessment ini
Federal taxes. That, I think, can be met by the use of coupons.
This is not cashed in the sense of itstamp that you have used( up, but
an exemption coupon, or it could be doe alIemiatively by a food
exemption. I have made some estimates. These are based on 1941
prices, and they would be a little higher in the ease of present prices.
have made some estimates on how you come out wheit you make
an atteml)t on an assessment of consumptive expenditures lesignedI
to raise $5,000,000,000 with different ways of taking care of the very
low income.
If you ignore the problemm entirely, just make it on all sales, exemlpting me(lical expenditure's and rent and practically mIoth ing else, housing
and medical care, education--to raise $5,000,000,000 without any
exemption you get a rate of 9.4 percent. To do it with an exem l)tion
of $200 for each single coiusumner and $350 for each family-that does
not mean an exemption of that amount of tax lut an exeml)tioll of
that amount of income, then the rate would be 12.2 percent.
Senator CLARK. lHow much, Doctor?

Mr. HARDY. 12.2 percent.

To do it with an exemption of all food

sales, in addlitioi to all the other exeml)tions, you wouldI nedI 15.4
l)ereit on the rest of the exl)emlitures.
Sellator CLARK. Your first suggestion was to have a flat exemption
of $200 on all purchases?
Mr. HARDY. That was the secoml. That is the one that gets
12.2 percent. If you have no exem)ption whatever you would require
9.4 percent.
Senator DANAHEii. That is on 1941 lI'ices?
Mr. HARDY. Yes.
Senator DANAHEB. Thank you.
Mr. IlDY. The mechanics of giving that exemption I will come
back to in just-a moment. The l)rincipal difference it makes is to the
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in('oines under $500, out of which we estimated that the current con-

sum ption ill 1941 amounted to between a billion and a quarter and a
billion and a half dollars. Without any exemption and with a 9.4
rule that, group would pay $123,000,000, or 9.1 percent of its income.
The difference between 9.4 and 9.1 is the housing expenditure chiefly.
Of course, we have to assume that these l)eol)e spend more than
their incomes on the average. It assumes that a lot of people are
living off of capital and living off of creditors.
WIth thte xemiption of $350 for each family you would only throw
a burden of $21,000,000 instead of $123,000,000 on the group below
$500, anl vo would really make very little difference to the rest of the
groups. 1he rise in the rate about. offsets the reduction in th (expendit tire. For certain groups it works out a little bit one way and
other groups if works out a little bit, the other way.
For te, l)eol)le witli over $10,000, it is the differencee between
$055,000,00() and $663,000,000. That, is all the difference it inakes,
but. it does make a considerablee saving in relative ternis below $500,
and that spreads tihe saving over the rest of the community as a slight
addition.
The thired method, tihe exemj)tion of food, works out as an interle:diate, $819,000,001' as compared to $123,000,000 on tile very lowintone group. As a mittter of fact when you come aboye the $500
ilicoflw it does not Iliake%v(ry 111(h (fifteren(e(. For insltau(, $500
to $1,000 ino(.om,, as we, estimate it, wouldpay, without any exemption, $494,000,000, and with the $35()exel)ption it would pay $398,()00,000,
anda wittl
food exen)ption
Tlhat is not
very the
hig (lilerence when itit iswould
sprew pay
I over$383,000,000.
the number
of inomes that there are ill that group from $500 to $1,000. It is a.
(lifieene('(, hetweni tit(, 4.8 in(ome, tax, 5.6 income tax and 7.2 income
(fx. As you get up further in the s(hcue it makes less and less difference.
The mlehianics of the, food (xeml)tion, of course, is obvious enough.
It does, erilt te a )rolleJ ftir stores thial handle, both food ,l ot fer
things, tlhe woln) of ha 'ing to ,lassify sales. It makes more of a
projhlen for au dining tIltan yotgel where all the,
retail sales are subjectto
get awav entirely from it. Youth ar( boun
to it. You ('tan
have soil . exi)eidit res ilitde itstores that wotld not be classified
as leing ,retail,an1d vol have,
ldifficulty where (onverns (10 both
wlolesuhstand retail btisiness, and so on.
The mechanics of the thing, as I visualize it, to give the flat exemption is simlylv to have issUed to everybody COuI)Ons, representing the
tax oi $350 for' (he family or $200 for' ai unattached individual,
which lie Wold have to get Iy applying for it, just as lie would have
to get by applying for it, just asihe would have to get in th, timatter
of the ration card ou gasoline, sugar, and anything else. It would
give an ol )ortulnity forcomplete registration of the Population,
which (,oul he 1)sed for a great many purposes. The lan here
ittem pted to be worked out did not involve asking a man to relate
it to his income at all. It is just like the basic exemption on the income
tax, it is irrespective of income. Give him these coupons and let him
use them it payment for the stamnl)s at the retail store, and use the
stamlps just the sante, whether he pays for them with coupons or
with casi. It really amounts to giving him a very small amount of
cash. If you have a $200 exemption the 12 percent rate is about $24
for the single individual and with the $350 exemption it is about $42
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per family. I think it is just as well to let people have coupouii to
ay the illcome tax. If you pay aun income tax you cani tuni the whole
atch of coupons in rather thiian bother with them at the store.
Some people that I talked to about this plan, Federal Reserve
people, have been rather favorable to the idea. They thought it was
necessary to make them nontransferable. It seenis to me, that th
labor involved in trying to enforce the nontrmnsfer requirement would
be beyond all proportion to the benefits. If a southern sharecropper
had such small expenditures that he could not use that amount of
coupons and sold them to someb)ody at 50 cents on the dolla', he is
ahead that much. It is only a $10 or $12 subsidy. I would say it

is not worth bothering about trying to prevent transfers of that sort.
If you do not give a bigger subsidy at the expense of the higher income group than that amounts to you ge1t, off pretty well. Thut,
you see, could be applied just as well to S(enat r l)aniaher's plan is
it cou l to any professor's plan, or the sales-tax plan. It is totally
irrespe(' tive of whether you give receipts that are not worth anything
Or reci pts that some (lay may b( worth something if you have(l
nationalproduction that woull vali(late it. It is really what a savings certificate or a Government bond is base(l oi.
fhat is Its far as 1Iwant to go, unless you have some questions.

Senator DANAHER1. Yes, please. I would like to take an individual
family office p(oplh, it husband, it wife, oil( ,atiult child, and two
minors. I am assuming they have a rasonableh family income of
$3,000 or $4,000. Does each one of the five, under this plan, get theli
$200 worth of coupons?
Mr. H'ARDY. No. Under this plan, the 0oi(-idult
'hild, if'
independent, would get the $200, and th( family would get the $350.
I miglit say these figures (10 not rest on ally very (areful analysis of
What the figure ought to be. Obviously that is a1 ,detailthat would
need it good teal of careful work if the plan lwas male public and a(lvocated. That is the reason it is still in the confidential stage. I would
not want to defend those figures. I think we(couldreach figures tit,
W(' (ohi dfend(, and that would be the idea that the peolpIe who are
iilependent economic units, who presumably would file separate
income-tax returns, would be the people who would be
1 ntitl(,l to a
separate coupon. The people who are part of the family group, on
it singe income, we would put them at $350. You could, of course,
readily sty that for a family with more than four you would give $50
additional for each additional member. That might be justified. I

would want to canvass that certainly with the Treasury people.
Mr. ,JAcOJ1srEIN. But if the children were all minors the family is

the ullit.
Mr. HARDY. The family is the unit just as it is for income-tax

purposes.
Senator I)ANAHER. SO that whatever, the income-tax status is, that
would deterilhilIe the actual people who got the allowances?
Mr. HARDY. Well, it would be based in the same, way its the income
tax. Take the case of a person who has no income, for instance, a
retired person, you see you would have handled the consumptive
expenditure on whether they were in fact a family or were in fact

separate individuals.

I suspect you would have to make some special

provision, for example, for people in institutions. It would be rather
absurd to give each individual in the poorhouse the sami, amount of
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coupons is an individual supporting himself independently. Each
individual in t prison would hardly be taken care of in the same way.
Th('re are a lot of things of that sort that would need to be ironed out
before the stage of writing a bill.
Senator I).ANAHER. But the mechanics of making some exemption
for low income groups wolhl practically he automatic?
Mr. It.%|ADY. I (lo now see wihere it is any more difficult than rationing sugar.
SPam tor I)\ANAHE. It iS a most interesting suggestion.
Sena tot' CLARK. l)octor, have you lade any examination of the
loint that was raised here by the( Treasury the other day as to the
qluestion of administrative lifli(ult1y in counting these multitudinous
stamps or Oulo,.,, from tie leur'ly administrative standpnint?
NMi.
lA. v. l ,Iidlot see these points raised.
Senator (1' %IK. They were raised (during some discussion the
other (lay.
'Ir. I-IA.v. I ,o not know that I can speak about it, but ill general
that objection -this is perhaps not v,ry nice to say, but, as far as
I Iave li,,ar, , thiol,,hjection is raised, to' every new fiscal devicee that
is ever suggested . That dloes not say it is not valid in this case and
is valid in some other 'as,,s.
I have been influenced, frankly, on tite adlministrative sitl, very
heavily by one of my colleagues who worked with me on this, who
has much1mor9e expert knowledge and is much more of an expert in
this fiell thati I, but unfortunately, or fortunately, Ite is in the armed
services of the, country and I cannot refer the question to him.
I think basically ffti answer is that more than half of the States in the
Union are doing it, anl
apparently are (oing it pretty successfully.
IMr. Dain Selko, through the Brookings Institution, has made a
colIslhrahble study of the, thing.
Mr. .JA,'OBISTEIN. Don't you want to add that Mr. Selko pointed
out that such difficulties as are enc'ountered in the States are, partially
at least, overcome when you have a uniform Federal tax? Within
a State, for instance, it you have a stamp tax you have to exempt
interstate ,'ommerce. TIhere are a lot of problems that arise where
you have a State sales tax ora State stamp tax. Where you have a
uniform tax all over the country by one administration, the Federal
Government, it is easier to administer than a sum total of 48 States.
Now, that was Mr. Selko's conclusion.
Senator CLARK. How many States have stamp taxes?
Mr. JACoiSTEIN. I think lie mentioned 25.
Senator CLARK. In our State we have these little tokens.
Mr. J.COBISTEIN. I think he said there were 26.
Mr. HARDY. How many of them use stamps sold to the consumer
and how many of them report the ,lirect returns I cannot say offhand.
Senator CL,ARK. It. is not illpo'tant.
Mr. HARDY. I think I have an answer to it.
Senator' ClARK. In Missouri we have these little metal tokens.
Mr. HARDY. Mr. Seiko is very much impressed by the Ohio plan
in which they made a step towar,! what you are suggesting in that
thev gave these stamps and made them redeemable if they were
(on'tributed to churches, hospitals, or charitable organizations for a
percentage of their value, enough so that people would ask for them.
I am afraid I do not have the figures here, but there is a considerable
Inmber.
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May I interject here ill order to give you just

One more item?
Senator CIA,UK. C(etlainly.
Mr. JACOBSTEIN. I assume, Senator l)anhdier, if the stamp plan
that you are advocating were in use the stamps would be allixe(l by
so that the stamps could not, bv resold
the retailer ill a Stalill) book,0
in the niarket, oil to the retailer and used over again.
Senator CLARK. That is the next thing I was going to ask about,
the problem of lost coupons, or the possibility of pCoplh selling themi
at a discount to Sharpers.
Mr. JACOBSTEIN. That is right. As you purchase an item you
would have to submit your book and affix the stamp ill that bok,
so it, would be impossibh, to tear it out and sell it again or is(- it, over
again by tit(, retailer.
Mr. HlARDY. The stamul) is perforated across, so tit retailer tears
the stamip across and gives half of it, to the purchaser and turns in
the other half with the report, so the half is not usable again.
Senator D;NA HER. There are several ways in whi h tihat onegotiability of the stamps can be guarded. For example, as to all
income earnlirs who have a social security status the album could
carry not only their signature but their social security nunilber, and
it, would 1)e useless unless the albitni thus identified would be turned
back.
Mr. HARDY. My only feeling is that if a fellow SIends less than
that amount lie can only invest it in a bond or savings stamps, and
even if he (oes sell it to somebody else, he has to invest it in a savings
staln), so it is not worth while worrying about anyway.
Senator DANAHER. That is tit point, that I think most worried
the Treasury. They feared there would be created a black market,
as they described it, in stamps being negotiated. I share your
judgment that if you negotiated all the stamps that coulhl be obtained
at any one time it would be infinitesimal in comparison with the
gain of getting, say, $5,000,000,000 a year into the Treasury currently.
.Mr. HARDY. That does not defeat the purpose. If the fellow who
buys it cannot do anything but buy bonds anyway, the saving is made
by somebody, and there is a greater saving and th( Treasury is making
a profit that is far more to tile benefit of the Treasury than tile harm
that it (oes.
Mr. JACOIISTEIN. You are 1olping up the purchasing power
whether it is sold again or1not.
Senator DANAHER. Precisely.
Mr. ,JACOl;S'rmN. Don't you think, however, for the recor( we
ought to add here-and maybe the, Senator will accept this thoughtthat if the staml) tax were made universal andl compulsory, to that
extent a great number of employees who are now buying on a voluntary plan would surrender the voluntary plan; that is, they would
not carry both. If I am earning $2,000 a year antd paying 10 percent
of my earnings foil war bonds, that is $200. Now, I am compelled
to save 10 percent again, and I will go to my employer an(i say, "I
(a not carr both."
Senator ('LARK. That, of course, ap)plies to the withholding tax
and any other tax. We have been considering the effect of a withholding tax on voluntary sales.
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Mr. JACOBSTEIN. The point I make is in computing what you would
mop up you cannot add the total $5,000,000,000 to what the Treasury
now takes in.-,
Senator CLARK. You would have to deduct the amount in voluntary savings.
Mr. JACOBSTEIN. That is right.
Mr. HARDY. That is true in the other scales. As you raise your
corporate taxes, you are going to reduce the amount of sub)scriptions
to the other unit bonds. In other words, if you have got a compulsory
a11l voluntary system Side by side, as you increase the scope of the
(.ompulsory system you are going to narrow the field of the voluntary
system.
Senator
1 1 ) ANAHiEn. Do you feel, sir', that we may properly conclude
that you believe this proposal to be workable?
Mr. HAuHv. Oh, yes; I think it is perfectly workable.
Mir. JACo'J3rIN. That is not saying that something else is not also
workable.
Senator DANAHER. I understand. The question of policy is not
involved; it is just the feasibility an1d practicability of it.
Mr. HA.%IDY. Yes. I never regarded oi(o tax plan to be properly
appraised by comparing it with anot her, unless there is some reason
for it. You (.anno1t have oth, anyway.
1I)ANAHE. It is a substantial piroNlen that the committee
Senator
has dropped in our laps, and whatever help we can get from any
sollrc(e is most, welcome.
Senator CLARK. We are very thankful to you gentlemen for coming
tip here and giving us your views.
Senator DANAHEHI. If any additional thoughts occur to either of

you that you would like to submit we would most happily receive them.
Mr. HARDY. The only thing I want to say, it might be worth while
to send you these tables containing the estimates.

Senator CLARK. Will you give me those figures again, Doctor?

That is the figures to raise the $5,000,000,000?
Mr. HARDY. Yes, sir. I can send you the whole tabulation.
That gives the figures for every income group.
Senator CLARK. 1 would like to have it.
Senator DANAHER. Thank you, gentlemen.

Senator CLAIK. The committee will recess until 10:30 tomorrow
morning.
(Whereupon, at the hour of 11:15 a. in., a recess was taken until

10 a. m. of the following day, Saturday, August 22, 1942.)

DATA RELATIVE TO WITHHOLDING PROVISIONS OF
1942 REVENUE ACT
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1942

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

i1"ashington, 1). C.
The subcommittee piet, pursuant to a(ljournment, at 10:30 a. Ii.,
iii room 312 Senate Office Building, Senator Bennett Champ clailk
presiding.
IPresent: Senators Clark (presiding), Gerry, and Danaler.

Senator CLARK. I guess we are ready to proceed, Mr. Pul.

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH E. PAUL, TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Ml
like to N1n
Mr. 'AuL. I have handed you a statement. I Wo
through ihat statement.
Senator CLARK. All right.
Mr. P,%ui,. You will notice that we state that the Trieasury lilas.
carefully reexamined this whole collection-at-the-source program since
the House bill was enacted, with the idea of making improvements.
I think we have accomplishe(d that objective very definitelyy. It will
be noted that much of the criticism of the withholding provisions is

made in the light of the unimproved system.

In making that attempt to i1lj)rOVe thle niechaiiism, we wNt t tthe
field and interviewed both employers and employees. We received
every cooperation and help from the employers. They were very
genei'ous in their attitude, and front their practical experience they
made a great many suggestions which we have adopted, so far as
we were concerned.
Now, the modifications that we have suggested, or are about to
suggest, are listed beginning at the middle of page 1. You will notice

that for wages and salaries we suggest the adoption of the type of
plan suggested by Mr. Gretz of the American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., which involves the use of a simple table to determine the amnouit

of tax to be withheld, and attached to this menorandumn is sutc'l

table.

You will notice that we have gra(led the table in brackets of $5.

It is possible, from the use of this table, to tell instantly how much

to withhold. The table is designed in four blocks: Single persons,
not heads of families; married ersons with employed spouse; married
persons with spouse not employed, and heod otl family. We have

to have a separate table for married persons with employed spouse
and married persons with spouse not ('Iployed, because of the awkwardness of having the $500 exemption for single jpersons which is
not half the $1,200 for married persons.

Now, by means of this table, you can (leternine the tax direct

from the gross wage without any computations.
7e2 54- -42----3
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Under our original scheme you would take a person, say a single
person who was making, let us say, $30 a week, and you would take
the table we had then, showing $11 as the amount exempt from
withholding in such case, and you would subtract the $11 from the
$30, which would leave $19, and then you would have to multiply
the $19 by the rate of withholding. This makes that same complicated
comp)utation unnecessary.
Out of 454 employers interviewed on this field trip I spoke of, almost two-thi'ds express a preference for the use of such a table as I
hawve jUst (lescrilb(, and il lIllany cases tile use of such a table will
entirely elimninlate the need for an additional machine, which is one of
the l)roblems I will discuss later.
Now, we have made a number of minor changes at the suggestions
for changes with respect to wages and salaries, which are listed bere.
First, the employer would not be required to get withholding deduction (ertificatvs from employees hired and employ(-d for less than
a week and paid less than $11. You can easily see how that would
simplify tle situation.
Next, the, employer will he p)ermitted, if he wishes, to get information on the ei)loyee's marital and dependency status on a different
form from the one he will have to tile at the end of the year giving
total wages and total tax withheld, instead of, as ill the original
procedure, using the same form for both purposes.
Next, the employer would he given 30 days' time to prepare a
re(ipt, for an employee terminating employment instead of haviwr
to giv the( receipt ,long with the last pay check. That improvemient is (lesigne(l to take care of the situation where the records are
at a (listaince from the place where the employee is working.
Next, the emJ)loyer would be given 30 days within which to give
cffe(t to a change in an eml)loyeo's marital and dep)endency status.
Now, those are the modifications wE suggest with respect to wages
and salaries. We also have some improvements with respect to
dividends.
First, we suggest that the payor corporation be permitted to give
an annual receipt instead of a receipt with each dividend payment.
It is obvious that that will simplify the procedure very much. In
fact, dividend payers have told us that this change will greatly simplify
their probheni.
For exampe, one(dividend payor has indicated that the substitution
of an annual receipt for a quarterly receipt would halve the additional
expense of collection at the source.
SetIlor ( .RK. What do you (10 when there is a change in the ownellshi)? Suppose you giet a receipt for a year and then there is a
changege Ill the ownership?
Mr. 'l'.\|tr.E.\u. We would go to the record owner.
Mr. FItlEDMTAN. You would give a receipt for the year to each owner.
'Ther are just two owners, to which you would have to give two re(eipts. At the end of the year you would examine the book and find
that. Mr. Jones to be the holder of the stock for 6 months and you would
give him a receipt for 6 months, antl Mr. Smith would be the holder
of the stock for 6i months and you would give him a receipt for 6
months.
Moreover, every person dealing in the stock
Senator l).\N.
would deal with it just like a transaction ex-(lividend.
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Mr. TARLEAU. They would have to.
Senator DANAHER. Transfer the burden of adjustment from the
paor to the buyer or trader, which would work all right.
Mr. PAUL. The next change we suggest is with respect to dividends
paid by credit unions, saving and loan associations, building and loan
associations, cooperative banks, and farm cooperatives.
There we recommend an exemption from withholding, and the
reason is obviously that those dividends are small in amount and paid
to a very large number of persons.
Senator CLARK. Sometimes not more than 15 cents.
Mr. PAUL. That is right.
Senator CLARK. Some are so small that they literally amount to
15 ('elts.
Mr. PAuL. That is right. They are very comparable to interest
on savings deposits.
You remember one of the major coml)laints made by the American
Banking Association was that the collect ion at the source system would
seriously threaten the noinine( and street iname systems of registration
of corporate stocks. The l)roposed system for the treatment of the
nominee problem eliminates any ground for this comJ)laint. This
system provides for gross withioldling from the nominee, for the
issuance of a receipt to the nominee by the payer corporation, andl to
the actual owner by the nominee. We have discuissed this new, revised
rocedure with Mr. Mylander of the American Banking Association,
think it, was with Mr. Mylander, and it has been agreed that under
the revised procedure the nominee system can be preserved.
You recall one of the points to which the Commissioner called
particular attention was the statement in the report by the American
Banking Association that one bank had estimated it would require tie
services of a crew of 12 men for at hast. 12 months to register the stock
now hel( in nominee form. This would be entirely unnecessary un(ler
the revised procedure.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I talked to Mr. Mylander on this point.
Senator CLAtK. Ile made it very impressive p oint, to my iluind.
Mr. PAUL. The other suggested niodifications for divi(lends woulld
give the corporation more, time within which to give ('fleet to exemption certificates an( woul( place the responsibility upon the stockholder to notify the withholding agent that the stockhol(er is (xempt
from withholling.
Now, with respect to coupon interest--Senator DANAHER. Before you leave that, M'. Paul, you are planning that these exemption cei tificates can e re a(lily procur(ld. What
is your thought on that, Mr. Friedman?
lr. FRIEi)MAN. Our thought on that has been twofold: On1e, that
you try to place them on the counters at banks; anid, second, that a
great many corporations, as a convenience to their stockholders, would
include them with the last dividend check for the year.
The A. T. & T. said that is what they plan to (o. They would
include a copy of the exemption certificate, a blank co)V, with their
last dividend check, so that the d(ivi(lend recipient won1(1 get it when
he got his check, and he would be able to fill it out, the next year.
Senator DANAHERi. That would meet a lot of objections.
Mr. PA: L. When I finish my first statement I would like for Ni r.
Friedmnan to go into a number of those points, a number of those iiiore
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or less minor administrative details, to show just how all these steps
will be mechanically taken care of, to show that we have considered
this thing through on a practical basis.
We have not ben entirely theoretical here.
Now, for coupon interest, we have developed a number of modifications. However, in view of the testimony before the committee as
to the very large number of small coupons, and the problems imposed
on the initial paying bank and the final obligor by the absence of

evidence on the identity of the owners of the coupons, we now propose
that coupon bond interest be completely exempted from withholding.
The amount of revenue is very small, only $40,000,000 in 1943 and
$80,000,000 in 1944.
Now, these objections do not apply to withholding from dividends,
Or registered bond interest, which offer a iuch simpler problem.
Moreover, the revenue from dividen(ls is substantial, amounting to
about $200,000,000 in 1943 and about $400,000,000 in 1944. Te
relationship) is almost 10 to 1.
I want to emphasize that ill suggesting the withdrawal of the system
with respect to coupon interest, at least unregistered coupon interest,
we aire very emphatic in our recommendation that the system be kept
as to (ivid elds.
Now, these change,". have been discussed with the Bureau which is
assumning collection at the source. You know their attitude oln that.
They agree that the changes are (esiralle and that they will greatly
simplify the whole problem.
I want to turn to Mr. Helvering's statement made a day or so ago
here. I want to say at the beginning that there is not any question.
We have never tried to pretend that the collection is not a good, hard
job. However, I want to say, on the other hand, it seems to me, with

all (lue resp)ect, the Commissioner has overmagnified the problem,

and I want to show particularly, item by item, how I think he has
dolle that.
in the first place, you notice he made the point that 11,000 additional employees would be required to administer collection at the

source.
Senator CLA.RK. That is in addition to the 5,400 that would be
required under the House bill.
Mr. PAUL. That is true. But those 11,000 employees will not all
b(. required at one time, in fact not until 1944. The fact is that only
between 3,000 and 4,000 will be required (luring the calendar year

1943, and the rest of tile 11,000 not until 1944. That means you
are going to have time to deal with that problem and recruit the
Senator CLARK. Wily is that, Mr. Paul?

I do not see why it

takes any more personnel to levy a withholding tax of 10 percent
than it does a withholding tax of 5 percent.
Mr. PAUiL. This distinction is not addressed to that point. Tile
withholding will begin in 1943, if we put it in the statute.

The wage

returns will begin to come in, there will be a quarterly report, the
first group will come in, say, 3 months after the beginning of the year,
and then the dividends will not come in until the following yenr.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. It is not a dividend problem. The difference is,

during the first year you get reports only from employers about the
Io0I)Vy,

tile amount of money they have withheld.

It is not until
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1944 that you get a statement from each employee, and it is not until
1944 that you have the problem of checking the statements of the
employers against the income-tax returns filed by the employees.
That is, during the year 1943 nothing enters into the system having
to do with' the employee's part in it. During 1943 you are only
dealing with the withholding checks, you are not dealing with the
taxpayers at all. It is not until 1944 that you start having the taxpayers enter a credit on their returns, you know.
Mr. PAUL. The matching problem is the main one. and that does
not come until 1944.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. There is another thing thee.

the problem of taking thet,l)loer's quarv .

In 1944 you have

returns during 1943

and balancing them with all the'slips Ie s,.n(ls in, in order to make

sure that tile two agree, that the total of fill the slips equals the
amount lie has paid. You (1o not have to do anything o)tilht until
you come to 1944.
All you have to do during 1943 is to get the rttmriis from the m(Inployers and to list them.
Mr. PAui. 'fhe next point inale by the Commissioner ha1d to do
with the personnel problem, and hle emphasized this particularly
before the Ways and1( Metiis Committee, andit complained, and "I
think he very validly complained, that he was unable to un(lerltake
the collection at the source when lie had a priority (lassification,
persolinel:wise, No. 5. We thought that was a veiy vail(d comllaivt,
an( I strongly reconimen(e l to the Budget thathii he givena reclussification. Tle Budget, being interested( in collection at tl source
and thinking it was very iniporllit to have it in the stali utv, r,,Classified the Commissioner No. 2. So lie now stands just next to thle
military in status with respect to 1)ersol(l.
Senator CLARK. The salaries may have had something to (o with
the difficulty.
Mr. P.UL. That is true. Youi remember the Commissioner illdlicate(( that li, had raised his illitial (l('l)1i ty salary from $1,800 to
$2,000.
Senator CLARK. He t0( Me liT r'(onmneH(ld it. I did not know
whether it went into effect.
Mr. Iul. li 11told me he had ione that. I think I am correct in
stating that.
Senator CLARK. He said the fellows would just quit, because they
wouhl get better jobs elsewhere.
Mr. PAUL. As to this l)ersonnel question, I am not entirely familiar
with the ramifications of all this personmM(-rating problem, but I
know when somebody wants to leave to go to another Departmenit he
has to secure permission.
Sllator CLARK. But you ('annot do anything aboutflwthm going
into private employment.
Mr. PAim4. That is true. This point of personnel classification
was very strongly emphlasize(l by the Commissioner.
Senator CLARK. The requi relents for tl personnel to(lay are
much higher than they formerly were, causede of the increasing
complexity of the whole subject.
Mr. PAUL. That is true as to the personnel that is more devoted to
the income tax itself.
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That is what I am talking about. It used to be

that anybody who could road and write was able to get by as a deputy
collector.
Mr. PAUL. In respect to collecting at the source there will be great
need for more or less routine work. You remember the Commissioner
explained that on the estimate of cost by referring to the fact that a
great many employees would be low-paid employees.
Now, the Commissioner spoke of the number of forms required.
He used the figure of 100,000,000 forms. Well, as a matter of fact,
about 75,000,000 to 80,000,000 are now necessary under the information at the source system which is in vogue, and that collection at the
source system will replace the information at the source system, so
of course the real additional number of forms is only about 20,000,000.
The Commissioner's statement called attention to the need of
seven different forms for the administration of collection at the
source, and of these forms only three are new; four of the forms
replacing those now in use.
Now, the next item ma(le by the Commissioner was with respect
to machines. It has been recognized right along that we had a
machine problem. We have been assured by the War Production
Board that the Bureau's needs can be met. It may be that it may be
necessary to introduce some overtime, but we have taken all the steps
we can there. The Secretary has written a letter to Mr. Nelson
asking for formal assurance on the point, and I think we will get the
formal assurance.
Senator GERRY. Mr. Paul, do you think the employers could get the
machines?
Mr. PAUL. That question has also been taken up with Mr. Nelson.
I think I am correct in saying that the employers can get the machines
if they are operating their present machines at a reasonable level of
output.
Senator GERRY. Yes.
Mr. PAUL. In other words, there may be some who will not get
machines if they are only using the present machines on an 8-hour
basis. I think we will be able to get the machines.
Besides that, as I will show in a minute, not so many machines are
needed as may be imagined: Hardly any of the machinery, moreover, will be needed, for the reasons we have just indicated, until 1944.
Now, the Commissioner spoke of the number of delinquent employers. He used the figure of 750,000 delinquent employers out of a
total of about 2,700,000 withholding agents. Since the number of
withholding agents is about the same as the number of employers
under the social security tax, it would seem reasonable to compare
standards on that basis, and there are only about 250,000 delinquent
employers each quarter under the social-security tax, and I would
not suppose that there would be any greater rate of delinquency
under the one system than under the other.
Senator CLARK. Social security is much easier to administer.
Mr. PAUL. That is true.
Senator CLARK. I mean, that is a gross tax, and this, of couse,
would have to give consideration to exemptions.
Mr. IPAUL. That is true, but under this new improvement something of that distinction has been wiped out.
Senator DANAHER. By the adoption of bands in the table.

____
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Senator CLARK. Of course the bands is a step in the direction of
gross tax. I would be opposed to gross withholding because it is very
inequitable, but with the band and grade application it seems to me
it is not inequitable enough to cause serious objection.
Mr. PAUL. It is not gross withholding, because those amounts take
contemplation of the status of the different types of withholdees.
Even this figure of 250,000, of course, that are delinquent-we use
the word "delinquent". That is a harsh word, but all that it really
means in a great many cases is they are late in filing their returns.
Another point is they are usually the small employers and they do
not loom too large in percentage.
I want to call attention next to the statement read by the Commissioner to the House Ways and Means Committee on May 22, 1942.
The Commissioner said:
I have no doubt that a withholding tax could he satisfactorily adhninistered in
normal times. Since these are not normal times, if withholding is to I)e part of
any tax plan the work cannot be done unless the Bureau is to be given priority
status with respect to personnel, equipment, and space subordinate alone to the
military forces.

As I told you, that has,'been done, and in addition we have improved
the mechanism so much that it ought to be easier now than it was on
May 22. You will notice that the statement that I have quoted
really expresses no doubt that a collection at the source was feasible
if the priority status was obtained.
Now, turning to industry, you have with respect to employers much
the same problem in relation to collection at the source as you (1o with
respect to social security. Of course, as you pointed out a moment
ago, Senator Clark, the social security is on a gross basis, but we have
met part of that distinction by this new table.
I point out here that employers do handle social-security problems
without serious difficulty. Canadian employers are handling a system
very similar Ito the one we have propose(l, an(d there has been no
serious difficulty.
I referred a moment ago to the fact that we madea field survey.
That survey suggested that more than two-thirds of all the employers
in the country are not in need of a(lditional equipment. That is,
two-thirds of 'the employees are in firms indicating no need for additional equipment, and fewer than one-third indicating a need for ad(litional equipment. Again, some of this need for additional equipment
will be eliminated by the modifications, changes and improvements
that we have suggested. Most of the firms that indicated a need for
additional equipment are now using their machines no more than
8 hours a (lay. Again, the indicated needs for additional machines
are relatively small in comparison to the machines now in actual useonly about 10 percent additional.
Now, the need for additional personnel. That is fairly widespread,
but it is small in the total number, that. is, the additional number
needed is relatively small. In all this tield trip we found very few

employers expressing any serious concern about being ab)le to get the

personnel they needed.
Now, the Commissioner's statement laid stress on the estimate of
the American Banking Association to cost. These estimates l',re
based on a misunderstanding of the law in resl)ect to collection at the
source. They were, for instance, based on tlhe assumption that the
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paying agent would need to prepare five copies of a receipt along with
each (ividend check, and that the proposed system would necessitate
the elimination of the "nominee" and 'street name" systems of registration of corporate stocks. Neither of these assumptions is valid.
Moreover, our original proposal contemplated only one receipt
with each dividend check; and our revised procedure contemplates
only oneia year, to be prepared as a duplicate of the information return
sent to the Bureau. The nominee system would not be disturbed.
The estimates of the American Banking Association are, therefore,
many times too high. The additional burden on payers of dividends
woiifd be relatively slight.
In geneilal, for both eml)loyers and payers of dividends, much of
the work required under collection at source replaces work now bel
(one, in the preparation of information returns. It should be noted
that of 454 employers interviewed, 88 percent were favorably disposed
to collection at tle source and only 6 percent were really, definitely
opposed to it.

We thought it was important.

We first surveyed the field as to

and we then undertook to make a survey-and that is
stil in progi't-ss--as to employees. So far, we have only interviewed
imployers,

172 employees in Baltimore and Minneapolis, and of those 172 em-

ployees, 76 J)ercei.t were favorable and only 14 percent opposed.
Eighty-four leI'(reent Said the withholding would have no effect on
their )bond purchases, and only 8 percent said they would reduce
their bond payments.

Now those are the detailed considerations that I wanted to point

out to til

sl~i)('omnflittee.

In (ocllihsion, I want to siay that it is no exaggeration to say that
collection .t the source is, to our way of thinking, one of the most
important parts of the revenue bill as passed by the House. We

realize that th, Ii'eurdhn is substantial. I think you will be convinced
that we have labored rather assiduously to work- out the complexities
ItIdI problenIs that we saw as we went along.
I just e.innot believe that the p)rol)lems now remaining are insuj)erable. T hely hve beeni conquered inia number of other countries,
Canada l)iiiitilaly.

S0ntor CLARK. What does Canada do?
how they el)[,rate?

MIr.

Will you tell us briefly

MrUk.
Mir. Friedimlan ains studied that in detail and I will have

him d(,scril)l
the Canadian system, which is the nearest, as I understand it, to o1rs.
Sena1tor CLARK. That is the reason why I asked about Canada.
Senator Gmiflv. How long has Canadi had it working?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. As part of the National Defense Statute, over 2
Years.
Senator G(:I(Rr. Does that mean the withholding part of it?
Mr. FmEDMAN. That is right. British Columbia, one of the
Provinces of Canada, has also had a withholding system in effect that
I think is a year oldvr that the general Canadian. law. The general
Canadian law is over 2 years old now.
Great Britain has had it working, of course, for a longer time yet.
Mr. PAUl,. Although their system is not comparable to ours.

Senator GmJrry. I got some Canadian legislation so I could look at'
it, but Ilhaven't had time to go through it.
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Mr. FRIEDMAN. I do not know how they are able to work the British
system, because it is about six times as complicated as this is.
Mr. PAUL. You have got a different situation in Great Britain than
you have here. Of course, they have been doing it a great many years.
The reason why we think collection at the source is so important is
because we have lowered the exemptions, our income taxes have
changed until it is really a mass tax now. You take a person making
$3,000 a year, married and no dependents, his tax liability, under the
House bill, is about $324. I 1do not believe that the average person,
making $3,000 a year is going to be able to budget that amount of
money. Other pressures will come in during the year, and he will find,.
when it comes to the time for payment under the conventional method
now in vogue, that he just hasn't got the money.
Mr. Helvering spoke the other day on the point of Bureau prestige
and I am just as anxious about the Bureau prestige as anybody, but
there is another angle to that. It is not only a matter of inking the
collection at the source work.
If we do not have it work we are going to have so many defalilting
taxpayers, and so much trouble at that end of the picture, that 1
think'we have got the jeopardy of Bureau prestige there.
Senator CLARK. You mean you will not get the money because the
fellow just does not have it?
Mr. PAUL. Yes; he does not have it. There is nothing you can do
about it then. You can file liens on his salary, and so on, which will
certainly be an unpopular procedure. We are just afraid, without
collection at the source, with our present rate and our present spread of
the incidence of taxation, that the system will break down. Ido not
think I put it too strongly when I say not only Bureau prestige is
involved but the future of the income tax may be involved.
Senator GERRY. How much do you figure this will raise with the

amendments you have suggested?

Mr. PAUL. The figure was a billion and a quarter at the 5 percent
rate. That will be somewhat reduced, but not very much reduced.
ifi we leave out coupon bond interest.
Senator DANAHER. When you say "raise," to adopt your own words,

what you really mean is you will increase your tax collection by an

estimated one billion and a quarter?
Mr. PAUL. I do not mean we will increase our tax collections by a
billion and a quarter, I mean we will advance our collections.
Senator CLARK. You will advance your collections for the next
year.

, Mr. PAUL. That is right. I do not think, by a long shot, that,
would increase our tax collections by that amount, because you would
collect a great part of that billion and a quarter next year, or the year
following, say in 1944.
In other words, we are not contending that it would raise the tax
collections a billion and a quarter by reason of collection at the source.
we contend only that it would advance the collection of a million and a
quarter, approximately, a year.
Senator'DANAHER. So that actually, -if everyone in 1944 paid up,
the aggregate would be the same in either case,'I mean as to the total
collections.
Mr. PAUL. That is true. But from the inflation standpoint, that
time factor is very important.
76254-42-4
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Senator CIAItK. You mean y6u would receive a billion and a
quarter in revenue based on the tax for the past year.
Mr. PAUL. No, no. The general effect of the House bill is on an
annual basis, not a collection basis. The House bill, on an annual
basis, yields somewhere between four and five billion in the first fiscal
year, 1943.
The final point I would like to make in respect to this whole matter
of collection at the source has reference to the Ruml plan. It may or
may not be that the committee-will wish to accept that plan, in some
modified form, but it would seem to us that one of the principal
modifications of the plan necessarily would be to tie it up or link it
with collection at the source.
If we are going to do that, we are going to have the collection-at-thesource system available.
Senator CLARK. I may say, Mr. Paul, as far as I am concerned, the
first thing that appealed to me about the Ruml plan was that it seemed
to make machinery by which you could get currently withheld taxes
and it would be susceptible of having the collection-at-the-source plan
coupled with it without the double taxation which is provided by the
House plan for collection at the source.
There is only the doubt whether the collection-at-the-source plan is
a(lmInistratively feasible.
Mr. PAUL. I had not intended this morning to go into the Ruml
plan.
Senator CLARK. We would be very glad indeed to have you do that.
I do not know that the subcommittee would be required to report to
the full committee on it.
Mr. PAUL. I would be glad to go into the Rumplan. I think we
might have Mr. Friedman first deal with the more detailed aspects of
the procedure, and then if you want to come back to the Ruml plan
after that, I will be very glad to discuss it on a sort of informal basis
with you.
Senator CLARK. Yes.
Senator DANAHER. Before you turn the meeting over to Mr. Friedman, Mr. Paul, I will direct your attention to this two-age table, dated
July 30.
Will you please explain, in the lower half of that table, under the
caption, "Withholding agents," the columns that list those who are
exempt from the withholding tax?
Mr. PAUL. I think that, as far as any value is concerned, we could
strike the table under "Withholding agents" at the extreme right.
The important one is the number of withholding agents who are
exempt. That is on the left and that totals 3,500,000, and below that
you will see what is really more important, and that is those that are
subject to the withholding tax, and that is 60,000 Federal Government,
200,000 State and local governments, and 2,440,000 other employees.
The reason why we have the railroad employees plus the persons
covered by the Social Security is that the Railroad Retirement Act
treats them on a separate basis, refers to them separately.
In other words, there are 6,200,000 potential withholding agents, of
which 2,700,000 would be withholding agents under our procedure.
Senator DANAHER. Restating it, 2,700,000 are actual and 3,500,000
are exempt.
Mr. PAt'L. That is right.

amm6m
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Senator DANAHER. And your purpose in including then in the
table was simply to illustrate that there was that number who were
being exempted, is that not so?
Mr. PAUL. That is right. That will indicate to you one of the
reasons why we did exempt those, because of the vist uniltiplication
of the problem if we had withholding as to domestics, fairm hilbor, alld
0011.
0

Senator DANAHiER. I have only one other question.
Is it contemplated, with reference to footnote I, that anybody in
the military service would be liable to a withholding tax, irrespective
(f the nature of his service or the rate of pay?
Mr. FmRIEDMAN. All military services ar(e exempt.
Mr. WELLS. It does take into account that during the first part of
the year they are subject to withholding.
Senator DANAHER. I just wanted to make sure that, there is no
question of withholding from Army and Navy men in actual service.
Senator GERRY. Are domestic servants aidfarm labor included in
the withholding?
Mr. PAUL.N9O; they are exempt.
Senator GERRY. That is what I thought.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Paul, one other point that was raised by the
Commissioner that you have not mentioned was the difficulty which
he anticipated, or at least suggested, with regard to State, municipalities, school districts, governmental agencies, and things of that
sort. What do you think about that?
Mr. PAUL. I think Senator Danaher asked me a question about that
at the original hearing. His question went to the matter of enforcement, and I think I said I did not believe we could take steps to enforce, or I could hardly imagine the Federal Government suing the
city of Detroit if it failed to comply with the provisions, or suing the
city of Detroit for delinquency.
Understood that we wouldget the cooperation of these State governments and city governments. I do not think that any of our
investigation has disclosed any unwillingness on their part to
cooperate.
Senator CLARK. Mayor LaGuardia testified against it.here. I think
he said it would cost the city of New York $850,000.
Senator DANAHER. I think what he did say was that there were
165,000 employees in the city of New York and that it would cost
them $200,000 for new machines, and it would cost them approximately $150,000 to $200,000 additional to administer the plan. That
is my recollection of it.
Mr. PAUL. My recollection is that it was $200,000 additional also,
Senator Danaher. I still think we have got to consider all those
estimates in the light of some misconception of the plam, and in the
light also of the fact that he was talking about a plan that we have
very much improved.
Senator DANAHFR. This mu,'h is a possibility, though, it is not, that
you might find your War Department or your Navy Departwent right
here saying, "We are so busy trying to run the war that we just eanet,
withhodi from the civilian employees."
Mr. PAUL. Let us cross that bridge when we come to it. I haven't
heard of anybody notifying the Treasury to that effect. Mr. lelvering spoke of some Bureau getting in touch with him, but he li( not
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say, as I recollect it, what Bureau that was. We have received no
information from other bureaus.
I want to say this, that we have discussed this withholding at the
source with a number of other bureaus in an advisory way, trying to
get their reaction, and spie of them are very enthusiastic about it.
I can mention particularly the Federal Reserve, the Budget, and I
think some of the others.
Mr. TAi.FtIEU. The 0. P. A., Mr. Henderson.
Mr. JPAUL. Tit, 0. P. A., 'Mr. Henderson, and Mr. Gilbert are very
strong foir it.
Senate' I)ANAHEit. Anybody that ias anything to do with the fiscal
affairs is foir it?
Mr. PAul,. That is right.
Senator GEiitY. You lave got your Navy Department, where I
think you will have some trouble with the casualties, and things like
that. What are you going to (dowith the withholding, for example
in tie matter of the p)ersonne! in the Navy Department.? You wili
111.1'e (elundents. I an on tihe Naval Affairs Committee and I
know we have had a lot of trouble with them. You are bound to meet.
that problem, I think, and you might as well face it.
Mr. PAUL. I do not want to look the other way.
Senator (TRnnv. That is why I was bringing it Ul). I know we have
liad a lot of lWaiings onl it, atid we have had to work some things out
on it,.
Mr. P.Irrr. 1 would like to say I think we can meet most of those
problems is we ('ome to them. Maybe we can think of better ideas
as we go along. No system of this sort would be perfect when you
start, but we have got to get started because it is going to be necessary
in tei, long run, ani it is not going to he any easier if'we put it off.
In fact, this is about our last clear chance to get the system in the
statuite.

Senator (hEntitY. W hat sort of trouble do you hav(, i the States, in,
say, Ohio, thit has a very elai)ortte system of sales tax, in respect to
withholding, I mean, whether they cooperate with you? I myself do
not know ,inytling about the()l01o tax.
Mr. P.NlA. Well, they have the stamp plan of sales tax.
Senator 'CLARK.
(t
They have a plan ill which they tear a stamp in

two anl give tl I(person back hallf of it, and if he wants to turn it in
as a gift to some charitable institution he can turn it into cash for
hatl)iirpose and no other purpose.
M\r. P.-i,. I might say we considered the possibility of various
stamp plaus il tilt, beginning, and we shivered at some of the problems.
Senator CL.
WVe
V. will come l)ack to the stamp tax later.
I want
to ask you one question, Mr. Paul. It has nothing to do with what

we are talking about, but I have beer trying to think to ask you about

it for some time. I think 1,have hai ais many letters in favor of tif
nIandatory extension of 03 months instead of a discretionaryy
extension'by tit(e Commissioner as on any other subject. What is the
attitude of'the Treasury on that?
Mfr. P.ULI.1do not know whether I understand the question.
Se'nator ('LAnK. At th( present time you can apply to the Commissioner for an extension of time, and if lie wants to give it to you,
he can give it to you.
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The National Association of Accountants, and a great many people,
are very much in favor of making mandatory extensions of 3 months.
Mr. TARLEAU. That is right. They have written to us on that, as
a matter of fact.
Senator
CLARK. I have had about as many letters on that as on
any
,other
subject.
Mr.
TARLEAU.
jec
. Blough and myself are preparing a memorandum for Mr. Paul which, when lie gets through with the collection n at
the source and the Ruml plan, and various other matters that take
tip his time, we would like to get his attention directed to, just to see
whether there cannot be worked out some system to make easier the
accountant's problem.
.Mr. PAUL. I recognize the fact that the accountants have a particularly serious problem. I have seen it in actual operation. The
war has produce(d1 for them, as well as for others, a critical situation.
Mr. TARLI AU. It has doubled the personnel they need.
Senator CLARK. Yes.
Thank you, Mr. Paul.
(The tables submitted by Mr. Paul are as follows:)
Estimated number of workers receiving wages at some time (luring calendar Year 1,9/t2.
number of such workers subject to filing an income-tax return, and number subject
to withholding tax, also number of withholding agents
(All figures are in thousands)
'l.ota~
htl of per.
sois revivIng wges

at Soill'
tinu, during
yvar

Exeipt froti withholling taxAgriculture........... ...............................
... ...
1)ornemt 0...................

('Casuasl-...

.........................

Military (full year of service)l........................
,,lf-eniploved...............................

NUilulir ofpi,,isois
Subjec't to
filing regi,
,
hr iniOtlil.i1 i th.
holdin.,
tax returns
under 1. It.
7:17S

3.000
2.INl)

1,m8
1 ,J)..

.-- .---

1. t110
1,INM)

3m
11

.2,0M)

1.(90

iNO

()

80

. (N

2,7M

4,10(1

2,.10)
3.0()

1.5(N
2.IOJ

I, Y~4M)
2. (MM)

49,000

2f, 300

23, ")

Total ....................................................

54,000

28,800

27,00M)

Total.....................................................

62,0M

31,500

31, (MO

Total.........

.......

................

Subject to withholding tax:
.....
FedlerRl
l ox'rninent
e
3.......
.............
State, an(! lual ovefrnnents ............................
plurs
l,'SOiI covered by
All otter-lli road employees, p
social security'3 ..........................................

..

WITiIIOLDING AGENTS (TIIE EMI'LOYERS OF TilE WORKERS LIS''EI) IN EACI[
COLUN1N ABOVE)
Exempt from withholding tax:
Farm ers .. ............................. . . . ........... ......

.

1. 0)

--....

......

41M)

.. ..
525
2,0( ) .....
Hlousewivoes................................................
- -.......
Casuals .................................................................. I---....... .....----...........

Total.........................................
See footnotes at mid of table.

3,S

-925
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Estimated number of workers receitzing wages at some time during calendar year 1942,
number of such workers subject to filing an income-tax return, and number subject
to withholding tax, also number of withholding agents-Continued
WITJ'IOLI)INO AGENTS (THE EMPLOYERS OF THE WORKERS LISTED IN EACH
COLUMN ABOVE-Continued
[AII flgures are in thousands)
Number of iersons
Total num-

S,,' ofiV.r-

SuibJect to
illing reguJllr JlcollleIIa\ relllr:-

at soel

tim-(yvar
during

Subject to withhollng tax:
Federal (overnnient............................
Stati- 11(1 local governments
..
-...
.
All other-Railroad employees plus pers ns covered d by
soelfil security 3.... ........
Total...........................
Total
.....................

.......

under II. I,
7378

,quhJ,,et
to with.
hohllnc

60
200

.....
.......

2,44)

2,440

2,700

2,700

0,2(m)

3,625

* Not included.
While Owi1military personnel slwn,ling the full year In active servim- will iner.,,a-, in the calendar year
1943, it is assnmnmed that the increase will ho rrI atl in civil lift-, so that at the h'vo,1 if irw',me of the calendar
year 19421w (t'linatel number of persons subject to wlthholding under I. R. 7:3'4 is still 27,000,000.
1 Excludes the military forces.
$ Excludes persons employed at any thue during the year in agricultural, domestic, or governmental work.
, Withholdhngayeuts for casualsare In(luded under housewives or under othet agents who have employees
subject to withhiohling.
Source: Treasury D)epartment, l)iision of Research and Statistics, July 30, 1042.

'lAI

I.---Amounts to be withheld from wages and salaries under a 5 percent rateweekly basis
Single persons, not heads of families

Number of 4elw,ndents. ... None
WVeekly wage:
$0 to $9.99............
1W1
to $14.99 ...........
15 to $19.99.......
$20 to $24.99.......
$2 to $29.99..........
$30 to $39.99.
$40 to $49.99 .........
$50 to $59.99 ..........
60 to V9.99.
$70 to $79.99
$80 to $89.99........
.$90 $99
$100 to $109.90
$111to$119.99.
$120 to $129.99...
$130 to $139.99...
$140 to $149.99 .......
$150) to $159.99...
$160 to $164.99
$170 to $179.99.
$1) to $189.99.......
$190 to $199.99....

I

2

3

4

.30 $0.10,
.40
.80 $0.30
1.30
.80 $0.40
1.80 1.30
.W$.50 $0i.10
230 1.80 1.40 100X .60
2.80 2.30 1.90 1.50 I. 10
3.30 2.80 2.40 2.MN 1.60
3.80 3.30 2.90 2.50 2.10
4.30 3.80 3.40 3.60 2. 60
4.80 4.30 3.90 3.50 3.10
5.30 4.80 4.40 4.00 3.60
5.80 5.30 4.90 4.50 4.10
6.30 5.80 5.40 5.0
4.60
0.80 6.30 5.90 5.50 5.10
7.30 6.80 6.40 6.0
5. 10
7.14) 7.30 0.90 0.150 6.10
8.30 7.80 7.40 7.00N 6.0
8.80 8.30 7.90 7.50 7.10

I No allowance for working wife credit,

person with employed
spouIe I

5 or None

Mlore

$0.o

.60
.80
1.20
1.70
2.20
2.70
&.2U
3.70
4.20
4.70
.5.20
5.70
6.20
6.70
7.20
7.70
x.20
8.70
9.20

Marrit

1

2

3

4

8 or
more

$0.20
.50
.70 $0.30
1.10 .70 $0.20
1.60 1.20 .70 $0.30
.80 $0.40
2.10 1.70 1.20
2.60 2.20 1.70 1.30
.90 $.0
3.10 2.10 2.20 1.84) 1.40
1.54)
3.60 320 2.70 2.30 1.9)
4.10 3.70 3.20 2.80 2.40
2. 0
4.60 4.20 3.70 3.30 2.90
2.50
5.10 4.70 4.20 3.80 3.40
3.00
5.60 5.20 4.70 4.30 3.90
3.r5)
5.10 5.70 5.20 4.80 4.40
4. 0
6.60 6.20 5.70 5.30 4. I) 4.54)
7.10 6.70 6.20 8.80 5.40
5.00
7.IN) 7.20 6.70 6.30 5.90
5.50
8.10 7.70 7.20 6.80 0.40
6.00
8.60 8.20 7.70 7.30 0.90
6.50
9.10 8.70 8.20 7.80 7.40
7.00
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.- Amounts to be withheld front ages and salaries under a 5 percent rate-weekly basis- -Continued
]load of family

Married person with spouse not
employed
Numberof(lependents.
Weekly waRe:
0 to $9.99 . ..
$10 to $14.099...
$15 to $19.99.
$20 to $24. 9 .......

$25 to$29.9..

..

None -- 1

2

3

5or None1
More

4

2

i3

4

mor
more

-1-

..10.10 .

.......
.10

.

.

40
41)
.50
.0M .9)

.
$30to$39.9.
$40 to $49.......

.40
.A)-0

•$W)
to S'9.99
$701o$79.99.
$NO
to $89.19
$00 to $99.99
$100 to $109.99.
$il0 to $119.99
$120 to$12099
$130 to $13999...
$140 to $149.9)
$150 to $159.99 .
$10 to $169.99
$170 to $170.99
$180to $189.99 ..
$190 to $199.99

21
.20,
1.0W 1.90 1.50 111) .70
19 I.IN)150 i.10 .70
1)
.70 1 ' 2.40 2.40) 2.00 1.0)1.20
2.M 2.00 1.1() 1.2)
2.10
1.70
I
.20
'
2.90 2.90 2.50
2.090 2..50 2.10 1.71)1.20
.-70 1.,303.40 3.40 3.00 2.0 2.2) 1,70
3.40 3.1W) 2.6) 2.20
3.)
,:1.0 3.10 2.70 2. 2) I.?0 3.00 3.90 3.50 3,10 2.74) 2.1)
:3.24) 2.71
4.44) 4.IX) 3. 1) :1.20 2. 70 2.30) 4.40 4.44 4.4W4)3,.)
1.M
4.90 4.5404.1) 3. 70 3. 20 2.W) 4.W 4.0W 4.54) 4.10 3.70
5.40 h5. 0 I4.W 4.20 3.7) 3.30 5.44)) .40 5.00 4.60 4.20 1. 70
5.W) 5.50 5. 10 4.70 4.20 3. (4) 5.90 5.A00)5.54) 5.10) 4.70) 4.20
6. 4( 6.01 ,5.6) 5. 20 4.70) 4.34) 0 .40 6 4 . 0.04) 5.I) 5,211 4.70
.50 4. 10 5. 70 5. 20
6. N) 6.50 6. 10 5. 70 5.20 4.SO i.I90 6.00X (1.
4 .20
5. 70
7.44) 7.00 0.414)0.20 5,70 5. 014)7.40 7.40 7.4)0.
4.20
7.00 7.5 7.10 6.70 0.20 ,5.81 7.90 7.00 7.54) 7.10 11.70
8. 40 8.00 7.00 7.20 6.70 6. 30 8.4) X.4) S.04) 7.,IN) 7.24) (1).70

$,0to$59.9 .

1.41) 1.W

.I)

.20

1.40

1.40) 1.00

.10

.W) .20

,ource: rrea ury D)epartmenl, D)iision of Tax JResearch, A1u. 14, 1P42.

Senate' CLARK. Will you go right ahead, Mr. Friedman?
STATEMENT OF MILTON FRIEDMAN, DIVISION OF TAX RESEARCH,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Senator

DANAHER.

I think, Mr. Paul, before you abandon that

last answer to Senator Clark, you should perhaps make apparent

that you are talking about corporation returns as distingiisled from
individual returns under the quarterly payment plan. That is where
the problem arises; is it not?
Mr. PAUL. Yes; because those are returns, by and large, prepared
by accountants.
Senator DANAHER. What Mr. Tarleau was talking about and what
Mr. Paul was talking about is merely corporation returns.
Mr. TARLEAU. Yes; it is a schedule, and the difficulties in corporate
returns are much greater than in individual returns.
Mr. PAUL. Would not that apply to partnership returns, too?
Mr. TARLEAU. To a considerable extent. The principal problem
is in the corporate field.
Senator CIARK. All right, Mr. Friedman.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I would like to call attention first to one point that
arose in connection with this discussion of delinquency, and that is
the comparison between the social-security situation and this on(.
It is true that the withholding process is slightly more complicated
here than under Social Security; but, on the other hand, the kind of
reports that the employers have to make is very much simpler under
the withholding plan than under Social Security.
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As you know, under social security each quarter the employer has
to send in a report for every single employee; he has to give the total
wages for that employee during that quarter, and the amount of tax
that is deducted from his wage.
Under our proposed plan the only kind of report he would have to
give in each quarter would be for all his employees put together. He
would not have to put it (own for each employee separately. He
would have to show the total amount of wages paid, the total amount
of taxes withhell.
That quarterly report is essentially a transmission document for
the money he remits. He would have to give a separate report for
(Iah employee only at the end of the year, once a year. So that the
quarterly return he has to make is much simpler than under the socialsec(urity system, antl for that reason I think that you would have a
good deall(ss delinquency.
Senator GERty. Would have have to swear to the annual report of
each employee, or did you take that out?
,Mr. FitiIEDMAN He just has to swear to the covering document.
Sena tor

EilY. Just one

do('ument?

Mr. FiI:DMAN. That is right. The reason I emphasize that is
be('ause I know one of the reasons you have a good many delinquent
returns under social security is because it is quite a nuisance to pre-

pare those statements for ea('h individual employee. Many times
the employer will just wait for the collector to come around and prepare
it for him.
You will not have that problem quarterly with this system because
all they have to do is put down the total amount of money they have
paid out and the total amount of money they have deducted. So,
on that score, I think delinquencies would be less under this scheme
thain they would be under the social-security plan.
One more point might be made about this problem of Federal,
State, and local government agencies.
We interviewed some of the specific offices in New York, the board
of transportation, for example, and in other cities, and also one of
outr men in Chicago talked to an association there, the name of which
I have forgotten for the moment, but it is an association of municipal
and local governments, and the people who run that association were
most cooperative.
They said immediately this bill became law they would start to
prepare material for localities and municipalities that were their
members, telling them exactly how to go about handling the withholding returns, and giving them a great deal of information and
help, and these people thought that there would be no problem at
all bit there would be cooperation from their members.
That applies to the cities and municipalities. We, of course, did
not cover the States.
One more point on that subject that is worth going into is on this
table that is at the bottom of Mr. Paul's statement. It gives at the
top the number of people who would be subject to withholding. You
will notice in the last column, at the top, there is a total of 27,000,000
people who would be subject to the withholding tax, that is, people
who would have moniy withheld from their salaries.
Of those 27,000,000 people, only three and one-half million are
Federal employees and State and local employees. So that, while
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there is a very real problem there, it relates to a relatively small part
of the total that this system would cover. Some 23,500,000 employees
are now covered by the social security, or the railroad retirement plan,
and they are the big.bulk.'
Now, to go on with the administrative problem, what I would like
to (10, if I may, is not to describe in great detail every step in tile
process, but, rather, to indicate the points at' which what the people
are required to (1o under withholding replaces what they are now r1equired to (1o.
I think one factor that gives i'ise to some misunderstanding is that
the withholding is interpreted its entirely new and comipJetely in addition to what peoph are now doing. It is not that at all. That holds
true even for industry.
Much of what is required uider withholding ielplices what they
now (lo.
The, first step under withholding is for the employee' to finl out, fr'onm
his employees whether they are single or carried and how . tny
dependents they have, 1111(l we have l)ro'i(le( a form for that. No%,
a good pai't of that the employer must now do, because when lie files
the information etlurn, the forms 1099, showing the total wages he has
paid to an ieml)oyee, lite is req uire(! to in(li(at( on that whether the
employee is single or larried. lie does not live to in(liicate tile anunillh)er of dependents, but he does have to fill out whether he is single or
111 1rrie(l.
A great

v ('Oln('rei'i!s now make it stan(hi'(l Iacti('ce, before tlhv
file tihieir information retlrnls, to get ill c tnl('t with ('('h of their
('nli)loyees alnd to have the enll)loyees i(li('ndate 0il the stalil('let what
iari'i[ed.
their. present ad(l'esses are, and whether they are single or'
I know the A. T. & T., for example, in most of thei' )I'ii('il)al
branches, (10 that. Mr. Gietzlhls said they (10. Now, yoll see, insofal
as th(, (to thrln, what they are rq(llire(l to (10 ioileh' this ilai rel)h('('s
to it. It Ierely
wha t they are requlre(I todoi alhea(ly, it, (I( s liot ,((i
neans that the employee has to fill ot.t a hit niore infol'/na tioli, hbu,1 tei
emploveir lis nothing olilre to (d0. lle (istrilultes tliese follis to the
employees for the eml)loyees to fill out, just as lie does flow.
So that first subject of getting the information oi the mai'ital status
is not ('Onl)let(ly new. A 1arge Jai't of it (u)licates whitt ie 1ow
(ioes. vlie newlW)at is wmiat collies ill between figuring out otr e.ach
emll)loye( tile aillotit to be withhhel, stt'acting that fromlIhis wage
or salar111vand1 relitting that amount to the collector every quarter.
Senoto' l1NAium. Before you go on any further', it is a. f('t, is it
not, that under the proposed an(n(led withholding pla n, the informatiou 'etirn'ii, ais it now exists, would be (lone away with anyhow?

Mr.

FiiU EI)MAN. Absolutely.

It would be relh('('d.

CLARK. So it is substituting one form foranothel'.
Mit'. FiIIMAN. That is right. They aire going to ('oif(' to that at
tle ('11 of the year. In the middle of the year, ot' (l'ing the year when
he is a.('tililly withholding the tax and turning that over to tiie Federal
Govei'ninent, that is new, that is additional, but it is niot a ew process
for him, it is identically what lie does now un(he', the social security.
The only difference between that and social security is that lie has
a slightly different method of figuring the withholding. Instead of
multiplying the wage by I percent, as he now (loes, o1 by 2 percent as
Senatoi'
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you will after January 1, 1943, he looks it up on a table, or he makes
a computation.
But the process of deducting it from the salary, or accumulating the
amount so lie knows how much lie is taking from each employee and
of paying it over to the Government follows in every detail what lie
now (toes under social security.

Now, we come to the (nd of the year.

At the end of the year, lie

is required to send in a statement for each employee with the amount
of wilges he has paid him drinig the year, tiid the amount of taxes he
has (l((llet((I, and that statement is almost the same as the present

information return. This would do away entirely with die present
information return, as Senator Danaher has reniaiketl.
So, oi1 the (questionof the amount of work, that is not an additional

work. The only respect in which it. is additional is that he now has
to tile the information retu' only for employees, if single, who earn
more than $500 a Year, under the House 'Ways aind Means Committee

bill, or for n'rried people who eia,'n more than $1,200. underr the
withholding plan he would have to tile such a return for all people
from whom he withheld the tax, and that would he t larger nuniber

of lessons.
So there is more work, because Ite has to (1o it fo -morelpeople, but
it is not entirely iew or additional, for he saves till of his pesent work
on information returns.
Now, it might be worth noting oie point there, that iin our plan as
originally (h(sigtied, you have a slightly differentt problem because we

anticipated thathe would enter that amount of money and that
amount of tax on the saine piece of paper on which he got the informa-

tion from the employee at the beginning of the year about whether
aUrried, or single, and so on, andso forth.
The Ford Motor Co., especially, when we talked to them, objected
to that procedure, because they said if they sent out these slips to the,

he was

employee's and for them to hand back, when they came back they
would be grimy, dirty, and they could not put them through their
machines, so they asked could we not give them two forms, one form
at the beginning of the year to get the employee's status and another

at the end of the year where they would till out the information return
just exactly as they (10 now.

So we modified thatprocedure to make it, possible.
Senator I)ANAHER. The employer to retain the employee's statement n(l not send it, in to us?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. That is right, but lie would be required to retain it
in his tilte so there would be a signed, certified statement, and if any

question comes tip we could go to the employer to get it.
A small employer would not want to (1o that, he would want to (1o

what we first proposed. It would be simpler for him. But for the
large employer it means he would get that tile entered on his records
and then forget about the tilte. I know the Ford people said that
greatly simplify their task.
that
It would
is a, very

minor change, but it illustrates the type of change we
have tried to make in response to the very practical problems such
employers raised and that we lhad( not foreseen.
That about completes the job for the employer. The withholding
tax replaces the old information at source system. The additional
problem is actually taking the money out of each pay envelope and
accumulating it and paying it to the Government.

2mm
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His quarterly return under this plan is much simpler than the
quarterly plan under the Social Security. I do not think there is one
employer that we went to that did not say, "Now, for God's sake,
don't make us give a report for each quarter for each employee."
Senator DANAHER. On your master return, let me call it, th u annual
return, will he show the actual number of days worked, the period
worked per employee?
Mr'. FRIEDMAN. No.
Senator DANAHEit. That would still be a matter of his own records
anyhow?
Mr. FRIEMMAN. That is right.. I am glad you raised-4hat question,
Senator Danaher, because one of the points that has aroused misunderstanding was the statement in the law that this return would
show the period of employment covered.
All we have in nin(dby that would be, it would show whether the
wages wer'e for calendar year 1943 or for calendar year 1942. If the
employer dismissed the employee, or if. the employee left on July 1,
let us say, the return would show this was for the period of calendar
year 1943 up to July 1, but it would not show the number of weeks he
had worked, or the number of days ie worked. It would not have to
show whether it was JJanuary, March, and April, or whether it was
January, February, and MaIrch.
So, I am afraid some of the employers were misled by that statement
in the law.
Senator GiRRY. Is not one of your difficulties where there is a large
increase in the factory due to war work and it increased the number
of employees for a certain length of time fnd then they let them go,
or they have a great many transient employees? Is not that one of
tbe big difficulties, like these big contractors have, say?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. The employee who is employed, let us say, for 2 or
3 months raises no more problem than the employee who is employed
for the whole year. He is treated just like the other fellow. Tie emjloyer
from. does not have to worry about where lie goes to or where lie came
When the employee comes into the hiring office and is hired, the
personnel cople will get from him this slip showing what his status is.
That will be entered on the pay-roll record, when they make it out for
him.
Senator GERRY. Yes; but where you have transients like that, of
course, you are bound to increase your bookkeeping, because every new
man that comes in you have to start with an original slip. Where you
have a steady business , which may be very big or may be very small, a
business that runs on the same scale from year to year, I do not
imagine you have that problem.

The social-security statement, for example, must show exactly
what you are going to put down, but it does not involve the detail
of where you are starting out with a new type of work, a new development, and where you have a number of transient employees, if I may
use that term.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Senator Gerry, the employer, in any (vent, now
even without withholding at source gets a personnel record for his
files from each employee he hires, and in all cases he has to set up on
his books for Social Security, if for no other reason, a separate account
for the person. Now, he has to do that anyway, so that the only
additional thing that this involves is that he gets the employee at the
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beginning to tell him if he is married, and if so, how many dependents
he has, and he enters that on this same employment record that lie has
to have anyway.
The only addition is getting this information at the beginning and
making this report at the end.
Senator GFERRY. It does mean additional work, because you have
got niany more people.
Ni'. FRIEDMAN. That is right.
Seniator (1 mEtR. And, of course, it enter-s into your Treasury
difli'ulties, your Interel Revenue ,lificulties, because you hha ,ve
got
the scattered reports coming itl from all over the country of these

'A

tralsitory elyloyces.
NIr. 1"rI),MAN. You are certainly right on that point. Tile
)roblem of this moving a)out is more serious from the Bureau's
)oint of view authit is from the i,1)loyer's point of view. He losess
Iave More rej)orts, but it is worth I)olnting out thut much of the work
for that additional report he has to (10 for the Social Security anyway.
01n,0 of the items on that report is the total amount of wages that
this man
1
ar11,Iwduring the period, ad 1w has to get that anyway
for Social Security. That is not additioJlal work; the only ldd(litioil
is to ad up the amount of taxes he has (hi(td ('te l.
So fair s the real transient ts firec concerned, if I may use that term,
the wiitrs ,inl loye(l over at the Raleigh li,,ol ft "a l anquet, that
would raise a verv serious lprohlem. To m,et that )ohll, We have
suggested lIv'e, as Nlr. Paul inlica ted, that if an em|nployer h1114
hired
all ,'mplovee for Lss thai a veek and(paid less than $11, he would
not have to fill out one of these forms.
Svill torG(IEIY. Of collie, youlwouh(l t.those ces( , ut those ire
Imuchlii rer cses. What I lim th iikilng of is our hate war work
prolmsitioll, where you ae-bounl to have t lot of transients, the sort
of people who only go to work until they get a certain amount of
money l1111d then thy Ilove oil, or for other reasons. You aire bound
t) have more of them.
Nil'. FRIEDMA.. We hveI MWve ry interesting conlpany tithat we
int,,eviewe,1l1p ill CaInad, onil ,h-tline, if you are interested il it, aind
hat is tle(,John Elglish Co., that are making the Bren machine gun.
OraginatkIly, 2 or :3 ye 's ago, thy were nothing but a small factory
,,mi)loyi|g two or three hundred evmplloyes, and the factory now has
10,000 enil)loyves and is growing vveryd ay"
Ve went through thir fiscal system in great. detail. They Were
kind enough to show us the machines they were using anld the actual
forilas that they were using. They have built up from i few hundred
to 10,000 in the cout rse of just a Couple of years. The oj)erations they
It'l to go through in l)erforming the cudlection-at-tlhe-source function
were ioentical, the machine o)er'atiouts were identical, with those that
an American employer would have to go through under that scheme,.
Now, as I say, we talked to them at great length, and they do not
seem to be seriously ttroubled by the particular plroblenl you are
r, ising. They haid, of ,.ours,,, the problem of building up their system
so ral)i(Vly to meet such lral,id expansion of employves. I quite
agree with you that, similarly, an American plant that was expanding
very rapidly will h.!ve ia roblem anyway, but the additional problem,
raised Iby this is not as serious as it might at first appear.
Senator Gmty. I question whether your Canadian situation is
comparable with ours. For example, Canada has been in 'the war

I
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longer. It is a very much smaller country. It is very much easier
to administer, as a general proposition, because you come into Ontario,
andl certain sections of the country where your manufacturing is, and
I think that is rather a different problem, especially on the transitory
feature, from our problem here, where people go from one place to
another and the whole concentration has not developed to anything
like the degree it has in Canada, or you haven't got the same situation.
Now, did you go into the Province of Quebec, for example, and try
to find out what they are doing there?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. No; we did not go into the Province of Quebec.
Senator GERRY. Because you have got a real problem there.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. On account of the language prol)lem.
Senator GEitR Y. Yes.
Mr. FRIEDMAN.

The English people were telling us they were

replacing as many people as they couIllby women.
Senator GERRY. You have got Toronto, Ontario, and those cities
where you have got a very strong English tie. They have been in the
war much longer. I think you iavegot a slightly'(lifferent problem
in Quebec.
Senator DANAIIER. Let us see if this is not the fact: Administratively, the headache will be the collector's anid the employee's,

rather tihan the employer's in the case of the(drifters.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. That is right. I think that is entirely right in the
case of drifters.
Senator DANAHER. The employer, in the last analysis, may have
to make more computations if he turns a man over 12 times a year

than if he keeps the same man on the rolls a year.

The return to you

and the payment to you will be the sair,, in each c'ase, wohill it not?
Mr. FmRIEDMAN. I think that is entirely right. The(drifters raise

more of a problem for the collectors and for the employees in keeping
their receipts and putting them together.
Senator DANAHER. It is to the man's self-interest to make certain
that lie has got, the receipts, or else lie will not be able to get credit for
the tax that is due, is not that true?
Mr. FirEDMAN. Just with one qualification. Under the plan as
proposed, if he does not have the receipts, he (-an still get ere(it foir
the tax, but lie cannot get a quick refund if he has overpaid.
If lie has not overpaid, there is no problem.
Senator DANAHER. That is self-policing to that extent, anyway.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. That is absolutely right.
Senator GERRY. Now, what happens if lie has made a mistake and
not withheld enough?
Mr. FREDMAN. If accidentally lie does not withhold enough,
nothing will happen. All that will happen will be, that at the end of

the year the employee will claim credit for a smaller amount than

lie should have been able to claim credit for.
Of course, if any employer systematically withholds a greater
amount than lie should, that would be a matter for investigation by
the Bureau and for checking.
One of the great advantages of having the collection at the souirca.
linked with a regular income tax instead of having it entirely separate,
is that you have room for that type of adjustment. If, for example,
you were collecting at the source, and that was all there was to it,
it would be awfully important to make sure that there were absolutely
no mistakes whatsoever, because it would be to the detriment of the
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employee and to the detriment of the Government, but on a system
like this, where at the end of the year the employee takes credit for
the amount withheld and pays the rest, or where he can get a refund
if too much has been withheld, minor errors (1o not cause much of a
serious problem.

If all employee pays slightly more of his tax in advance thanli he
otherwise would, that (toes not involve any permanent loss upon
him, that does not involve any permanent loss to the Federal Gov(rnment. I think that is one of the gr-eat virtues of maintaining the

'ollection-at-the-source system and li,
king.it with the regular income

tax, because it gives you a margin for error, it gives you some leeway.
We can afford to use a simple table, like the one you have seen,
which is not precise, just because it is a prepayment an(d it is not a

final liability.
Senator l),ANAMIA.

Just curiously, I sometimes (10 hav(e an idea,

ai1d 1 just had one.

I am wondering if you cannot integrate the possibility of allowing
vour employee , in case of susected excess Ve withholdings, to pursulIe his complaint through the State departments of labor and factory
illspe(tion when avilalible, and just tie in the possibility of utilizing
lalr(a(y existing nmchiiery where there are spot checks going on

volsta'iItly, where thee are Governmneit and State employees in the
State and Federal inspection services already, where they have the
(,Ill)loy1,r'S reCor(is both as to individuals aiinI as to the totals.
X1r. FIiED.%MAN. I think that is an excellent idea, Senator Danaher.
SMator l)AN.AHEJI. Now, this is a qu estiohI that you have not
cOV(red. What are you going to (1o with the wife that is working
and the husband that is working and eac('hclimsti the credit? What
is the employer's relation to that particular problem?
Mr. FitDMAN. On tile slip which the employee fills out on his
status, there is a question as to whether his wife is working. If lie
says his wife is working, the employer gives him only half the exemption for a married personn whose wife is not working.

That is why, if you will notice, on that table there is a blank there
for a married' person whose sj)ouse is employed.

In order to prevent injustice in those cases where the spouse may
work only .asually, forleexample a man's wife may clerk in a store for
a week during tlie year; it would not be fail- to give the man only half
the exemption throughout the whole year.
The form also carries a question whether the spouse receives wages
for regular services or for casual services. If the wife receives wages
for casual services, the employer will give the husband the full exemption, but if the wife receives wages for regular services, the employer
will give the husband only half the exemption. So that, I believe that
problem is taken care of.

Senator Gimtv. Now supposing the wife is working and the hus-

band certifies that she is not, and she is working in oie city, and lie is
working ill another, and they both claim the total exemption? That
means you have got, to check ill) on them, the Treasury has got to
check up on them; does it not?
Mr. FitREDMAN. Well, the employer, of course, in that case, may I
point out first, is entirely relieved from any responsibility. His only
responsibility is to accept the employee's statement and put it into
effect.
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Of course, the Treasury does have to check it up, just as we now
have to check it up on the information that people put in their annual
returns once a year. What we would presumably do would be to
make spot checks during the year on this type-of thing and have the
full check at the end of the year. I grant you there may be some
cases of evasion through that method, but it is worth noting that.
that problem is not worse under this system than it now is, because
under the present law if you (10 not withhold at all it is not until
next January or February or March, when the man files his return,
that you have a chance to check up on him.
If the husband and wife file wrongly you will havp a chance to
cheek up on them at that time. Under this, Senator, you can still
check up on them at that time, but in additioii, under this scheme,
you can check iJ) on them in advance.
Senator DANAIER. In any event, you would diVide the credit
between tie two.
Mr. FIEDMNAN. Senator Gerry was citing the example where the
husband had made i deliberate misstatement and sai( his wife was
not working when she really was. Of course, there are very severe
penalties lrovi(led for such inisstatemnent.
We would catch lI) with him eventually, no question about that,
because at, the end of tihe ext yearlwe would put, together his state em(nt
that his wife was not working and his wife's statement that slie was
working, and together with those statements would come tlie itiformation friom the employers that thev were both working.
Senator GERRY. Probably, under that scheme, they would both
work under different names.
Senator I),\N.AHER. Yes; and they do right now, as a mtitr of fict.
Senator G tov. They do right now. The oily thiing is, with the
incentive of high wages, and that sort of tiing, you are mucli more
apt to have that sort of evasion attempted.
Of course, you have the other point that Senator l)anmaher raised,
if you start checking up with the (different agencies. There you
could (elay things terrifically, because if a lot of different agl('i(,s
can go in and have a look at the books, especially indifferent localities,

you are going to have the employers object to all the time having his
records gone into.

I think on that point you will probably have to have one responsible
head that does it, like the Treasury, that checks tip, otherwise you
would never stop having the books investigated.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I think there is no question at all, Senator Gerry,
but that there is room in this system, as in any system, for some evasion.
Senator GERRY. Yes.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. But the important thing, it would seemito us, is
that there is no additional room for evsion over 11d above what there
is in the present law, and there is much room for evasion lnder the
present law. If this husband an( wife wint(I to both assume
different names and file two income tax returns, b)oth claiming the
marriage exemption, say the husband filed as Mr. Jones and! claimed
the $1,200 exemption and the wife filed as Mrs. Smith and claimed
the $1,200 exemption, you wotl( still have thw problem, of trying g to
catch then.
So that those problems are all with us now.
Senator CLARK. That is prima facie evi(lence of fraud.
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Mr. FRIEDMAN. It certainly is.
Senator GERRY. It is prima facie evidence of fraud, and the only

question that passed in my mind is, would it be more difficult for the
Treasury to cheek up on it? I doubt it.
Mr. IRIEDMAN. It would be the same problem, I think, as we have
now.
Senator GERRY. I was just raising the question.
Mr. FmEDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Gp:Rmy. I think the problem might he the same. Of course
the only thing I can see, there is more incentive in this to do it, because

you are withholding more.
Mr. FitiEDMAN. 131t there is no more incentive with the same tax
rate.

You ultimately have the same incentive.

In fact, I would say

tle iwentive is less. Let me explain why I think that.
You com)e' to the end of the year with no withholding and you are

sudhhnly faced with the problem of paying a lot of money in tax and
you do not have that money, you scr'atch your head trying to figure

how to get, out. of it, and one way to g(t out is to claim more exemption
than you are en titled to. Und(ier this plan you file your report with
the employer at the l(ginning of the year, I) advance, before you have
ally )irOb,)le of paying the entire withl1oldin g. The money is going
to he withheld, they are going to pay it in small amounts each week.
You know your employer is going to he awfully annoyed at you if
you file erroneous information and fe finds out, about it, not 1eause it

is his Iusiness to ('heck ip on it, but he is not going to trust an emp)loy(e who gives him wrong information for any purpose. I think
it is more likely, for those reasons, that you will get correct information
on this exemption certificate than you will at the end of the year whena
you suddeinly come up against the problem of paying the income tax,
and When you are dealing with the impersonal Federal Government
11111d not the eml)loyer.
Senator Th.GERI think the Government wouldbe more apt to
catch up with him, in the long run, with this system. I think there
is no question about that. I think you have made a good answer on

that.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. So far as Senator Danaheir's point is concerned,
there is one point that I think ought to be mentioned, and that is
that the employer bas no incentive to withhold too much, unless he
intends actually to abscond with the money, unless he intends not to
turn over to the lFede('al Treasury the actual amount hie has withheld.
I do not believe we are going to have many people like that, and I
do not believe it is going to be difficult to catch people like that.
Senhator DANAHER. Let me add, in further reply to Senator Gerry's
comment about a surplus of agents having access to books, that my

comment. was limited to those cases of evasion to which you had already
referred, Senator Gerry, andi, second, to th(e fact that the unemployment compensation officers who are already on the job under existing
law have coniplete records anl, moreover, have access to records anti
do make complete checks all the time. Consequently, any individual
employee complained that there was an intentional withholding of an
Vx('ess'from him, I was simply saying if you gave to such an employee
access to o1n agency that is already on the ground and has that particular complaint run down, that the Treasury could take the result
of the investigation and could make its report. You would not have
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to duplicate it, you would not have to duplicate what the Government
is already paying for, and that is an inspection service that runs into
every State. In my State there are at least 1,300 employees in the
unemployment compensation division alone. So, you have got a considerable staff right on the ground, Senator.
Most of us overlook the fact that we have got a lot of agencies that
we call utilize.
Senator GERRY. I think I misunderstood what you had in mind.
Mr. FRInMaN. I wouhl like to point out in that connection, one
additional thing, and that is that for almost 2 2 million out of the
2,700,000 employees, you are already checking on them. You get
almost the same figures for social security, the basic 'wage figures
which are going to be the base of your check are the same essentially,
with ver minor differences, under this plan as under social security.
You already have a field staff that is investigating already thoso
exact, same items and in that connection you have no really very
great, additional problem, because the Bureau of Internal Revenue
handles that, of course. They already have their people out in the
field checking on the social security returns. The same check does
for both, except for the accuracy with which the employer compuites
the amount to be withheld. That is the only additional item, and
that I do not think would be very serious, a very serious problem.
because if the employer (oes not understate or isstate his wages
for social security taxes, he is not going to misstate the amount lie
withholds for this purpose, because he has just as much an incentive
in the one case as in the other.
Senator DANAHEJI. You will find the wages-and-hours law inspec-

tors and the unemployment compensation people have almost always
got it at hand.
Mr. FRIEDMAN, One of the things that employers repeatedly
emphasize, that we had not realized along that line, is the extent to
which they have had to change their records in order to comply with
the wages-and-hours law. We have not realized the extent to which
they have changed their pay periods to comply with it.
Wehave had people who paid semimonthly, and they paid-or
they changed to pay weekly or biweekly, because the wages-and-hours
law required them to pay on a weekly basis.
Senator CLARK. Of course, that is one of the complaints that 1 get
most frequently from businessmen all over the country, is the diversity
of forms that they are required to make out. A fellow will say lie has
already had the necessary information set up on his books by his own
accountants and his own auditor, and then the 0. P. A. will come along
and require him to set up the same information on an entirely different
set of forms, or the W. P. B. will require him to set, up the same information on an entirely different set of forms, and the Social Security
will do likewise, and so on.
The businessman claims that is a very great burden on him. In
many cases, the same information is required by different bureaus to
be set up on different forms.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I think they have a very fundamental complaint
on that score. We require the (mployer, for example, to make his
quarterly report on a simple, I-page form, which is identical with the
first part of the more detailed Social Security form. In addition to
that, the only other form the employer has to deal with is this form on
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which he reports the amount of wages and the amount of taxes, and
that is replacing tle information form that lie now has to use.
That is not a new form, it just takes the place of what lie is already
using. So the only additional form we are introducing into this is
the simple, 1-page form that accompanies the remission of taxes.
Senator DANAHER. You (1o not mean remission, you mean remittilnce, don't you?
Mr. FIUEDMAN. You atre right, yes; I mean the remittance of
taxes.
That is the only additional form, and that is practically identical,
the top part is, with the Social Security form.
.I note the o1)jection that there is additional work involved, and
that was the actual deduction of the amount each week from the
employee's pay. Now, it is worth emphasizing in that respect that
that too, entirely aside from Social Security, is not ainew operation.
We ask the emliloyer in every (cise how. many d(leuctions lie is now
making from his pay.
We found I employer who is making over 20 reductionss from tle
pay checks. The average number of reductionss rUls aiboit 8 or 9.
\'r. PUL. What were some of those other deductions?
Mir. FmIEDMtN. There were, of course, Social Security and War
Bonds, the two that practically everybody had. Union dues are
very wideslrea(l. Advances for vacations and for sickness; all insurance scheme that the plant had for perhaps medical insurance or
hospital insurance, Red Cross, Community Chest, a deduction for
badge fees, the amount that they paid for the badge, it deduction in
one case, as 1 remember, for glasses that the firm sold to the employees
because it was a type of work in which they need a special kind of
glass.
Senator DANAER. A retirement fund, probably.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, a retirement-fund deduction; a deduction, in
the case of col mines, for exalnlle, for goods bought at the company's
store, and in some places for rent in company houses. I cannot
remember very many of the others, but we were just amazed at the
mlibll)er.
We would say to all eniployer, when we first started, "Now, you
have I or 2 other ded'(uctions, and hie would start listing them, and
lo and behold, there would be 10 or 12. Tle pro)le iof dleductions
is not a iew problem for the employers. They know how to do it.
Senator DANAIJER. One of the leading officials of the American
Federation of Labor sitting next to me at dinner not long ago told
me that in one of the largest plants in a New England State which
he has had occasion to investigate, the largest single ament in cash
was $5.74, all the balance having leen taken out oF tile employee's
pay checks by way of deductions on one or another of these bases
you mentioned. $5.74!
Mr. PAUL. There might be garnishee orders in some of these cases.
Mr. FIUEDMAN. We never heard an employer mention garnishee
orders, I might say.
I think that about covirs the problem for the employers, and I
think it, really is worth emiphasizing that it is much less bad than it
looks offhand, because to tie extent to which it replaces the present
work and to the extent to which it dul)licates what lie now has to do,
it does not add any a(Iitional burden on him. I think there is no
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question but if you tried to introduce this in 1925, or 1935 even,
before the-social security system had gone into effect, it would have
been a tremendously greater problem.
1 think the introduction of the social-sfecurity deduction was a
much greater problem than this, just because you were starting something brand new, you were giving the employer new operations to
perform that he had never perfornd before. Now lhe is used to it,
he knows how to handle it, he has got the set-up to handle it., and it is
much less serious than it would have been if you had not had all the
experience with social security, with union-dues deductions, with warbol deductions, anmid the like.
I think niany of the estimates that the einl)loyersl had given on the
extra. cost and the extra niachine needs are detinitelv overestimates,
simply because they had not worked out the plan in retaill.
As they have time really to fit the plan into their operations, and
especially the business-machine companies have time to absorb it and
to give advice to their clients about ways to handle it, the extra work
is going to diminish.
I know I myself was in l)etroit, interviewing emiployers there, aiid
we went to the business-nmachine companies, the Elliott ,Fisher and
the Sun(strand Co., the Burroughs Co., and the International Business
Machines Co., and in the course of our discussions with them we
we, able to work out three, or four, or five, or six differentt things that.
we had never thought about Iefore, that would reduce the work of
handling this on the different machines these people ha1d.
All the people told us once this thing went into effect, they would
get, their people immediately to working out simplifications in handling
it, and would immediately a(Ivise their clients about the simnplifications,
and would help the clients in figuring out ways to put it on the books.
That, kind of thing that iyou can foretell in advance makes a tremen(lous differences.
.Let rMe giv( you one example. We visited the Detroit ''iniken
Axle Co. in Detroit. They were using the International Business
MMachines setup. Th(y figured they would need several a(ditional
machines of several expensive types, or multiply their machine
forms, or multiply the books. When we talked to the I. B. XI. people
who service this outfit, we worked out with them a scheme that would
eliminate the additional machines, and they developed a very simple
process that they could handle on the present machines. The peol)e
at the Detroit Tlimken Axle Co. could not have conceivably thought
of that in advance. )ut they will be informed by the I. B..NI. people
about. the possibility of using this system. Their need for the machines, which we included in our figures i)ecause they st atedl they
needed them, will be comphtely wiped out.
I tim personally convinced there will I)e many cases of that type in
here.
I would like to plss on, if I may, to the dividend part. of it. What
wetare requiring! of them on ithe dividend part of it is not all new.
As you know, they now have to furn)ish information at. the end of the
year for every person to whom theV have aid dividends of more than
$100 a year. That covers about 40 percent, or something like that,
of the people to whom they pa T dividlends.
But in order to know whether they fire going to pay a person more
than $100 a year, they have to ketel)track of a great many l)(ol)1,a

a
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great many more people than that, because theydo not know until the
final dlivide(nd is declared and the final dividlel"id is paid, and they do
not know because a person May buy more shares of stock in the meantime, tli'y (1o not know until the end of the year to which people they
are going to pay more thant $100. In fact, they give reports for 40
Percent, the'y ke)ep the records now for perhaps 60 or 70 percent of the
people, afnd th, recordls that they would havt, to keep under this system
would( le identical. They wyoul have to accumulate the total amount
of divid(lI)s paid, and 5 percent of which to people who were subject
to the withholding would be withheld and they would enter that oil
tile samne kind of form that they now us(, Form 1099.
Under our revised procedure they couhl run off a duplicate of that
at the, same tim, that they were making it. Almostall of these people
make it on special forms, on tie faifold type of typewriters, and they
could very easily have a carbon slipped in. They could use that
duplicwite as a rtc(eipt to setid to the dividen'1d recipient and they are
through with it. rhe (0io not have any extra operation at all
excep to s(n( this receipt to tle divi(leud rfcipient, and they can dlo
that by inclosing it, either in the last (ivid(end check of the year, or
the first dividend check of the next year, so they (10 not have the
a(litioIl mailing.
Sena tor DANAHER. Or the itext stochldler's letter telling them
where there is lio dividend.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Ys.
Mr. PAUL. I noticed in this morning's paper the dividend deductions had not been as serious as had been anticipated.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. The only other additional work the dividend
recipient has to do is on these exemption certificates that corporate
owners and individuals with low incomes now file.
Now, what happens is this: The corporation, or the dividend payer,
now maintains a dividend record. What lie would do is to separate.
that dividend record into two parts, one part for people from whom
they could receive exemption certificates, but that part they would
do everything exactly as they are now doing, except at the end of
the year they would send us the exemption certificate indicating on
it the amount of dividends paid, like the information return.
As for the other part, I have already described it. Their only
(extra procedure is to put on 95 percent of the dividends instead of
100 percent of the (ividends, and to send the stockholder a receipt
at the end of the year, which would be a duplication of the information return they send to us. So the extra work involved is very
minor.
Senator DANAHER. Suppose we have an individual with a portfolio
of 20 stocks, none of which yield $100 per year, and assume an aggregat, receipt, let us say, of $1,000, would there be any withholding
at. any stage of theamne from that particular citizen?
Mr. FRIE:DMAN. I es.
Senator DANAHER. Where would that occur?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I am sorry, I am afraid I did not express myself
very clearly.
This $100 requirement is the present requirement for the infor-

inatiotn returi.

It would be eliminated in the withholding plait.

One of the great advantages of the dividend withholding plan is, it
is possible now for the man to receive $1,000 in dividends from twenty
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corporations and yet for us to have no record that lie receives a cent
of dividends, because he is not required to report unless he receives
more than $100 from any corporation.
Under this plan we wifl have a record for every cent he has received.
That, I think, is one of the advantages under this plan in tightening
up the control on the dividend angle of it.
I had not mentioned, in that connection, that, the estimates that
the American Bankers Association made on dividends were just.
several times, or many times as large as their actual cost, beca use
they were making the system out to be about as complicated as it
could conceivably be made, while we make it as simple as it can con(Tcivablv be madeh.
They received 5 receipts for each dividend check, or 20 receipts,
and under our new, modified plan they woul have 1 instead of 20.
and that one would be a duplicate of the formn they now miiake in a
great many cases. So I do not think the amount of extra work
involved in that. is at all significant.
We had an estimate from the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
as to their approximate costs. They were the company that Mr.
Paul referred to as saying it would cut their costs in half if we substituted the annual receipt for the quarterly receipt. Now, I followed
that estimate tip on the basis of the American Bankers Association
statement that there, were 100,000,000 dividend checks a year, and
totaled them tip for the whole country, andl the total for all (lividend
mayors was something in the neighborhood of about a billion and a
half dollars, and the total amount of tax that would b withheld by
them was in the neighborhood, in 1943, of about $200,000,000 and in
1944 of about $400,000,000.
I might add that the A. T. & T. estimate is an overestimate.
Senator )ANAHEtR. Now, what would be the efrect if it was traded
in the open market, unless there is a gross withhold ling?
Mr. FrIEDMNAN. Under the nominee system, if a mail had stock
under the nominee he would have 5 percent of gross withheld frol'
his dividends, and then the corporation would S(d to the Iinoile it
receipt for the amount of (lividends witbheld, just, as it now sends the
information slit) for the amount of ,dividendes that, hadbeen paid.
The nomin'e is now required, ill order to clear hiisif of the books
from that amount, to break that one information slip down into a
slit) for each ac(tallal owner, which he is req uired to send to the Bureau
of Internal Revenue as an information slip. We would us(, exactly
the same procedure, except the broken-down receil)t would be made
in duplicate, one copy would go to the actual owner and one copy to
the Bureau.
That would b,, the only extra step in 1)articular aside from that
extra step, that is, making out the (iplicate to send to the actual owner
so the a(-tual owner would know what has beeni withheld, there is io
bit of difference between that procedure and what we now (o.
Senator DANAHER. Let me see if I can l)li'su, that one step further
anl perhaps (lear lip any possible doubt on it.
Suppose an individual citizen goes to a broker and places an order
for 100 shares of some stock, the withholding tax having adhered
against the prior owner, how does that new customer, the new buyer,
suffer in withholding, oir, in the alternative, how doees lie ascertain
that that amount in fact has been withheld so that, he buys, as Ilput
it. earlier, ex-dividend, or ex-tax?
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Mr. FRIEDMAN. There is no problem of ex-tax in that sense, because the tax is a part of the dividend essenftially, and ex-dividend and
ex-tax are the same thing. What happens in that case depends on
how these 100 shares of stock were held before.
If they were heldiin the name of the actual owner, why, then there
is no )rOblhni, because when the 100 shares of stock are transferred
tllere is ai entry imfade in the books of the corporation that the 100
shares of stock were transferred. The former individual is closed off
oil the Iooks. Inl that case a slip will be sent to him showing the
amount of dividends paid, the amount of tax withheld, and a duplicate
of that will go to the Bureau. That is all there is to it. You start a
fresh page.
()1 the other hand, however', suppose the 100 shares was held in the
broker's uime for the actual owner so the broker got tih' (ividend in
the Iirt instance, a1d then passed it on to the actual owner, and suppose
when it is transferred the broker still hols it in his own name as nominee, the broker is now required to break up the dlivideis lie has
received into the parts attributable to eac h persol, 111(l to send the
Bureau a statement to that effect.
He would(10 tile same tiling Under this procedure, except he would
send it uplic'ate of it to each actual owner. So tihe broker has no
additional work except to Makv' the forms out in lluplicate instead of
one Copy. That is the present Form 1087. It is the form that Mr.
Atkeson drew to your attention the last time as W-I, I think it was.
So, your whole system is not hingedd in the slightest, except for this
(uitItCate.
Finally, let us come to the problem of the Bureau. In the case of
the Bureau, too, much of the work that is required under withholding
replaces what they are now (loing.
As Mr. Paul pointed out, the Bureau estimated that there would be
100,000,000 forms of all kinds. As he also pointed out, 75 to 80
million of those woulh be necessary in the a.b)sene of withholding,
because tie Bureau now gets information slips from all employers
about their employees; it now gets information slips from (ividend
payors about the amount of dividhndi paidi ; it now has the problem of
associating those information slips with the tax retlr'ns tiled by the
individuals.
It, would still have identically the same problem. The only place
at that loilt wVher,, the Bum eau's prol)hem is iiii'ensed is thaint you would
have more of these slips, you would increase the number of slips by
about 20 or 25 percent, because instead of having the $100 limit of
dividelids, you wouli have no limit, and in tlie case of employees,
instead of having $500 and $1,200 income the only (lestion woI1(h be
wilelher tax has been withihelhl.
Now, it is not a new kind of thing, it is doing the same kind of thing
that they tire now doing.
The Bureau now must cheek employer's records as to wages paid
for Social Sec'urity purposes. It woui( still ha ve to (!o that. That is
not a li(w job. The only thing that is new is that in checking them
it would have to heck both the amount of tax withheld andthe wage,
so that. through this process much of what appears to be extra work
for th e Bureau as well as for the employer andddividend payor merely
1'el)hlces what those peol)le and agencies nowo(10.
I think th('r is nothing more on that score that, I need to say about
the Bumwaul, except I should say one thing in complete fairness.
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There is one extra step that 1 have not, mentioned iin the matter of
making these returns. The getting of these returns into til, withholding agencies each quarter is a new step. It is similar to the Social
Security return, but there is the extra amount of money in the hlan1dling
and processing of those returns that is a completely new (Addition.but
once again that, too, is more of the same rader than the new operation, because it is the same process as they now go througli in getting g
Social Security returns in, ant they would have to (10 just a little more
than that. But nowhere in this withholdingprocess is there anything
of a new kind with which the Bureau has not had a good deal of
experience.
Throughout. it is a question of doing some more of tWe same type
of thing.
I think that is all I have to say, less you wold like me to go
into the Caliadian situation at any length.
Sector CLARK. Are there any questions?

Senator DANAHEri. I have only one other thought on that point.
In the evet of withholding from the owiler of stock d1111
no taxes
due ultimately, where does he get his refund?
Mr. FmIDMAN. You thinking of a corporation or an individual?
Senator I)DANAHER. I am talking about an individual.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. An individual will file, an income tax return, and
that income tax return will constitute an automatic clain for refund.
If he wishes to, he may attach his receipts that he got from tile
corporation, lie might attach his receipts to his income tax form.
In that case, if his refund is less than $50, the Bureau will pay it to
him immediately on the evidence of the receipt. If his return is
more than $50, the Bureau will have to wait until it, has checked
his receipts with the receipts of the employer, or the corporation, the
duplicate copy that they have gotten, and then they will pay tile
refund.
But the income tax return which Ite files is an automatic claim for
refund. lie does not have to do anything else. Now, if it was an
obligor corporation, if it was a corporation and, therefore, exe'npt,
it would take the credit on its ('orporate income tax return. If it
had a tax due it would offset the credit against the tax. There
would be no problem.
If it were a deficit, corporation and had no tax due, that would be
a claim for refund just as in the case of the individual.
Senator DANA hER. Thank you.
Mr. PAUL. Senator Clark, you suggested earlier in the morning that
you would like to hear something atflout the Canadian practice.
Senator CtARK. Yes; we will hear you on that briefly, Mr. Friedin a 1I.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. The Canadian tax sounds a lot different from ours,
in the Way it is apl)lied now, but as it works out in the machine and
pay-roll information, it is the same thing. What the Canadians do
is to levy a gross tax, with two exceptions.
That is, they have, let us say, 5 percent on tie total wage. The
first, exception is that that gross tax does not apply to anybody whose
income is below the exemption limit. For a single person, as I reni(lliber it-and this figure is from my memory-it is $660, and for at
married person it is $1,200. If a man receives less than that, if his
rate of pay is less than that, they withhold nothing. If his rate of
pay is mnore than that, they withhold 5 percent of the gross amount.
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The second exception is that they allow for the number of dependents, and they do that by means of a tax credit. I do not remember
tile amounts.
Let us say, for example, it is 50 cents of tax per week per dependent. So, if a man has two dependents, they will take off a dollar from
the tax as they would otherwise compute it.
Now, in order to know whether he is entitled to a $660 exclusion or
a $1,200 exclusion, and how much of a dependency credit he is entitled
to, they have to get from him information on his marital and dependency status, exactly as provided in our law. There too, if he changes
his status, he has to notify them and they have to give it effect.
The computation of the tax, while it sounds different, works out
about the same thing in actual operation as under the original plan as
we had it in the bill, because they have to make a multiplication in
order to get the tax and a subtraction to allow for his dependency
credit. 'lielonly difference in our bill is that they subtract first and
tfhen multiply. The arithmetical operations of the process are the
same, they are only done inl a different order.
As I say, in the interview we made of the employers in Canada, we
sp)ecifically went into the question: Suppose we substituted our tax
for theirs, what would happen?
It would turn out that you would change the names of certain operations and the order in which you would (t1 them, but you would perform exactly the same operation.
Under our table form, for many eml)loyers, with this table, it would
be much simpler than what the employers s themselves say. However,
the employers are planning to introduce a new system of collection at
the source, in which they, too, plan to use i tbl Method.
I should point out in that Connection that the table method is not
better for all enplovers, and we propose that it be made optional and
not compulsory. ''her(e are certain types of machines under which the
actual computation metho( is simpler than the table method, and we
propose that those employers be 1)ermitted to use that method, and
that tie table methodshe made optional for those employers for whom
it is tle simpler.
The(Canadians withhold from dividends and registered bond interest
essentially the, s1me way as we lrl)Ose. There is no real difference
there.
Senator GEuYt. Is the Canadian system base( a bit more on the
English system? In other words, is not the Government granted
larger powers than we grant the Treasury, on account of our Constitution, so that it is a board that has r,'eater powers? They (t1
have greater powers in England, 1 know.
Mr. FrIEDMAN. That is true.
Senator (jERRY. Is the Canadian system the same system?
Mr. Fr)EDMAN. That is true in the general tax administration of
Canada, but as it happens it does not particularly affect the withholding at source.
Senator GERRY. It would apply in this way: In the case of appeal
they would go before the board and it would have more flexibility.
Mr. FIEDMAWN. I think that is true. Although, as I say, while

true, it is not a very important element in tle collection at source.
It is an important element in other parts of the tax system.

The

Canadian collection at source system is entirely different from the
British.
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The British system is a completely different system.
Senator GERRY. I did not intend to get into that. I was just.
raising that one point.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. As I say, as to tho British system, every time I
look at it again I am struck with amazement astohow they can (1oit.
Senator CLARK. Thank you very much, Mr. Friedman.
Mr. Paul, could you have this statement of yours prepared for the
full committee?
Mr. PAUL. Certainly.
Senator CLARK. I mean, havoc enough copies for the full comimittee?
Mr. PAUL. Yes, sir.

Senator CLARK. I am going to have the record printed as soon As
I can.
Mr. PAUL. I will have it minmeographed by MIoday.
Senator DANAHER. What do you think of the suggestion of this
gentleman who wrote to the Wall Street Journal, Mr. Friedman.
please?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Well, the suggestion of this gentleman-I just had
a chance to look at it, look it over, very briefly here, so I wili answer
off the cuff, as it were-comes (town to asking tile same thing as we
propose (oing, with just one exception, and that one exception is that
he proposes that people be allowed to credit the amount withheld
against their last year's tax liability.
Instead of carrying it over until 1944 he proposes, if I understand
him, that each quarter in 1943, as you pay your 1942 takes, you could
credit the amount withheld against the tax that was then due.
Now, as you may recall, at one stage the Treasury suggested something similar to that, on a part-and-part basis, whereby part' of his
withlholding could be credited against the past and part into the future,
but it was finally discarded because it complicated matters very considerably. In the Bureau's records you would always have to be
comparing 2 different years' returns with the 1 year's withholdings.
We had the problem of some people who would take advantage of it
and some people who would not.
Finally, if you did it as lie suggested, you would always be left a
year behind, you would never catch up, because you would! always be
crediting the current year's withholding against the last year's tax.
One of the great virtues of the Treasury's plan, that is in'the 11. R.
7378 hill, is that it enables you to catch up and get on a current basis.
Senator CLARK. By paying double taxes.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. By paying double taxes for those people who have
not accrued their tax liabilities.
Senator DANAHFR. Which means everybody, practically.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I should dissent to that anil say that I am at least
a minority of one.
Mr. PAUL. I am a minority, too.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. That makes two of us.
Mr. PAUL. Otherwise I would not dare to come (town here.
Senator DANAHER. All right, thank you very much.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Paul, it is pretty late. I do not know whether
you want to go into the Ruml plan or not, but if you want to, I know
the committee will be glad to hear it.
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Mr. PAUL. It is late, so I think I ought to take the time to indicate
my ideas on it very generally.
We do not like the plan as well as the House bill. Now, I appreciate the criticism you have in mind with respect to the House bill,
that there is an extra load of 5 percent. That is why we made it
only 5 percent the first year, to lighten that load and get over what we
call the hump as easily as possible.
The House bill means that the taxpayer having a tax liability at
the rate of 19 percent would have, in that particular next year, a tax

liability of 24 percent. However, we think instea(l of it being a defect
it is, in many respects, a virtue, because it will, in this first year, have
a substantial anti-inflationary effect, and we do not think that the
hardship will be too great, particularly if before the bill is passed
certain provisions are included to take care of unusually difficult
and harsh cases.
However, going to the Ruml plan itself, it seems to us that the
plan itself accomplishes one objective which makes it commendable,
and that objective is it gets taxpayers to a certain degree on a current
basis, but not entirely. 1 say, "not entirely" because under the
Ruml plan you are always faced with the problem of an additional

tax the following year, because the year in which you pay your estimated tax has a smaller income than the subsequent year.
So, in a sense, tit Rural plan really has the same effect that H. R.
7378 has.
Our basic thought in connection with the Ruil p lan, if it is adopted
is, therefore, that it is very essential that it be linked or coupled with

collection at the source at a very substantial rate.

The reason we

suggest that is because if you (1o not (o that, if you take the original
utuane(ded Rural plan you do not accomplish another important
objective, that is, the synchronization of tax payments with the
receipt of income.
It seems to us that, from the point of view of an adequate and
flexible fiscal policy for wartime, that is a very serious defect in the
Ruil plan which can b(- largely cured by coupling with collection
at the, source with the original Rual plan, and I understand Mr.
Runl had no objection to it.
Senator CLARK. It was not included in the original Ruml plan as
he presented it to the committee, but it was included in the stateI
ineat he accoianiniqd with it.
Mr. PAL. lie did not originally recommend that but, as I under-

stood his testiniony the other (lay, he had no objection, and I think
was inclined to favor it.

which
we object
plan intothe
Now, the other broad aspect of the Rurnl
memoranu
suggested
is applying it in an unlimited way. We
which is made a part of the record in these subcommittee hearings,

page 61, a nodification of the plan.

That modification is given at page 65.

We suggest two types of

modification: One is to cancel the 1941 or 1942 liabilities, whichever
are smaller, or that the forgiveness or cancelation of thi tax in the
plan be limited to the normal tax plus the first bracket rate of surtax.

Other types of modification could be adopted. One person suggested to me a modification involving forgiveness to taxpayers having
incomes of not more than $10,000, but no forgiveness for taxpayers
with incomes greater than $10,000. Our suggestion or modification
is more generous than that.

-lag
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For instance, if _you forgave at the 1941 rate, 4 percent normal
tax plus 6 percent first bracket of surtax, that is, 10 percent. A man
having an income of $500,000 would thereby, under our modification,
get a cancelation of tax liability of approximately $50,000, which
would be very substantial. There would still remain a very substantial tax on an income of $500,000, and that we would suggest be
spread as to payments over a reasonable period, say, 2 years.
Those are the two things we want to emphasize most. There are
a lot of more minor aspects of the problem, but the two things we
consider most important are, first, the coupling of the Ruml plan
with collection at the source at a very drastic rate, say 20 percent.
The 19 percent is the total in the House bill of the norfhal tax and
first bracket of surtax.
Of course, that would be an awkward figure for withholding.
Senator DANAHER. Would you take, for example, a figure of income,
annual income other than $500,000? I only know a couple of fellows
that get that. I would like you to bring it down on an income like
$20,000.
Mr. PAUIL. Let us take a small one, something like $5,000, and
one at $20,000.
While Mr. Friedman is computing that, I would like to bring out
the other point, the other basic point, which is that we think a limitation should be put on the amount of tax forgiven.
First, the Ruml plan slrould be linked with collection at the source,
and Mr. Rural agrees with that; second, there should be a limitation
on the amount of tax forgiveness.
As we pointed out the other day, that, means you would, il l)ra('tical
effect, forgive the (entire tax of 80 to 90 percent of' the taxpayers.
The only tax which would not he forgiven would be thelnhitvdI r,maining group, which limited remaining group is in i position financially to pay taxes and, generally speaking,
does not need the Ruml
plan.
Senator CLARK. Of ('olirse, you woUfld (efa t t(' priair l)llrpOS(,
which is to get the greatest amount of tax returns.
Mr. PAUL. You would (lefeat it as to only a small segment of the,
taxpaying group, and that is a segment which does not nvee( the
benefit of the plan.
There is one thing you do accomplish under our modification, that
is, yoll ('nal)h corporations to get rid quickly, before, say 2 or 3 years,
of the high-plriced executives wlho are not worth the money that has
been paid to them. They admit that.
Mr. FBIJEDMAN. For a $20,000 incon for a married man with no
depen(h,'nts, his 1942 tax, under the (,xisting rates, which would
apply to 1942, would be $4,614. The amount hI(- would be forgiven
would he $1,794. That is for a $20,000 man. That would leave him
with *2,820 to sprea( over 2 years to pay.
For a $5,000 ma lI will have the figure in just a second.
Mir. PAUL. While e is getting the figure for the $5,000 man, I
might add one word, which I think is important: If vou 0do
not link
collections at the source with the Rumnl l)lan particularly you have, in
our opinion, some inflationary effect.
You are going to release certain sums of money into the purchia3ing
stream. The reason I say that is because while I agree that most
small taxpayers have not accrued, in any technical sense, their taxes,
while I agree that only the rare taxpayer, like Mr. Friedman, is in
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the minority, I still think that a good many people have accomplished
a sort of informal mental accrual, and that they will feel that they axe
relieved of this liability, that they can spend money which otherwise
they would not feel free to spend.
'Therefore, I feel somehow there will bp some psychological release
of spending power which would not be true otherwise.
Senator GERRY. Don't they have to buy more bonds then?
Mr. PAUL.. Some will and some will not.' 1 think you will find certain people were holing back on purchasing. and will feel relieved,
some will buy bonds, as you suggest, and others will say, "Now I
can buy the cherished article that I felt I might go without."
Senator CLARK. Mr. Friedman, the other day you had three calculationus on withholding, and Mr. Rural suggested you make another
one on the Ruml plan in connection with the withholding taxes.
)id you (10 that?

Mr. FRIEDMAN. I did it the other (lay, but I do not have it here, I
am sorry.
S,,nator CLARK. I would like to have that information.
Mr. FJitMDMAN. 1 have, the example for the $5,000 man ready.

A married person with no depended nts, his total lia)ility at existing
rates would be $375, he would have $330 forgiven, leaving him $45
to pay over 2 years. In this case a married man with no dependents
having an income of $3,500, he would have everything forgiven and
then up to $5,000 he only has a balance of $45 that. he has to pay in
2 years.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Paul, what would you say as to Senator Johnson's plan, from an administrative standpoint, of collecting the tax
monthly?
Mr. PAUL. That would be a worse headache, even the Commissioner admits. In fact, I settled with the Commissioner at one time
on collection at the source if we did not have monthly payments.
In other words, the Commissioner just shudders when anybody
mentions the idea of monthly payments.
It is apparently very difficult from the administrative standpoint.
We had contemplated at one time in the Ways and Means Committee a somewhat inore elaborate method of getting over the hump,
which w, replaced by this reduction of the rate of withholding from
At that time, we had several conferences with the
10 to 5 percent.
Commissioner, and he agreed that that would not be much preferable
to the other more elaborate scheme we had contemplated.
At, that, time, somebody had suggested this idea of monthly payInents and the Commissioner said, "I will be glad to take this 5 percent if you can get rid of this monthly payment idea."
One point I hope you keep in mind is the fact that 1941 was a bigincome year. There .was a big war income in 1941, and there is a
good deal of inequity in forgiving a tax on that income. You will
notice, in our modification set forth in the record, that we suggested
the forgiveness in 1942 rather than in 1941.
Senator DANAHER. May I ask you a question there?

Is not the 1941 income the tax we are just paying?

Mr. PAUL,. That is right. That is the one Mr. Ruml proposed to
forgive.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Ruml proposed to take the payment made in
1942 based on the 1941 income, and credit it to the 1942 income.
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I guess it is now too late to do anything more today.
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have to meet whenever we can. The full committee will meet Nonda. If we have any further meeting, we will get together.
senator DANAHER. It has been a very helpful meeting, just the
same.

Thank you.
(Whereupon, at the hour of I p. m., the committee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.)
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